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Preface
We have modified the style of the words in some parts of the documentation to emphasize important points.

The images in this documentation were created in Windows® 7 which may cause changes in the appearance of the
cursors and configuration boxes, properties and/or dialog on others Windows® OS. Despite this, its performance is
the same.

We have used additional colours in some illustrations to emphasize important information and to differentiate
operations from features.

1. Introduction

1.1.

What is SolidFace?

SolidFace is a parametric Computer Aided Design (CAD) software product with a number of features that enable you to create
projects.
Using this tool, we can construct 3D models, assemblies, assemblies explosion, 2D designs, detailing and all the documentation
of our project, as well as: movement simulation and collision test.
It stands out due to its graphic core (Parasolid) and strong parameterization, enabling total control and creation of any type of
geometry.
The dimensions and the relationships used to create a resource are captured and stored in the model. Not only does this allow
us to achieve the objective of the project, but it also allows us to alter the model in a quick and easy manner. In this way, any
type of geometry created can be modified at a later stage.
A SolidFace model can be completely associated with the designs and assemblies that are referenced. The alterations made in
the model are automatically reflected in the drawings and associated assemblies.

1.2.

Environments

Three types of basic environments exist in SolidFace:
•
•
•

Part
Assembly
Drawing

Part
The environment Part is used in the creation of parts (models) like: covers, gears, axes, etc
This environment has two modules:
• Sketch or 2D planar module, a face or a plane is selected to be used for creation of profiles or reference geometries.
This geometry will be the basis to be used on 3D module functions.
• 3D module, by using Features operations (extrude, revolve, etc) is added volume to the sketch profiles defined on the
Sketch module. Others feature like Blends, Chamfers, etc. only modify the existing volume.

Sketch

Part
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Assembly
Existing Parts or Assembly components are inserted on an Assembly this type of assembly construction is called bottom-up
design. The other type is top-down design where you constructs new parts (context Parts) directly inside the assembly
module. The existing assembly components can also be showed as an exploded representation. The creation of Context Parts
and Exploded views are two Assembly sub sets modules:
•
•

Exploded view: has the function of creating assembly exploded views;
Part in context: has the function of creating associative parts (top-down design).

Drawing
All the documentation of our 3D project is created on this environment. We can insert parts, assemblies or exploded views.
Thus adding all necessary information to the drawing, in accordance with existing norms and useful for the manufacture
operations and assembling of these components.
For instance, if an Exploded View was added to the Drawing, we can document the logical sequence of the components
assembly.
If any change or edit is made on the part or assembly outside the drawing environment, this change will be automatically
shown when this drawing is opened for the first time or by the Rebuild function on the active drawing group.

2D Designs
SolidFace also allows the creation of 2D projects directly in the Drawing environment without the need of a 3D model
insertion. With its strong parameterization commands, we can create or edit any type of geometry. Its tools for creation of
parameterised geometry are optimised and simple to use.
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Through Groups definitions in the Drawing module, that acts like Layers, enables are powerful construction because it
contains geometry, dimensions, parameterizations, insertion of 3D components (Part and Assembly), etc that is independent of
other defined Groups. On the example below each type of drawing detailing (walls, furniture, etc) could be constructed on
different Groups.

1.3.

Files and Print Tools

This block is located in the upper left part of the graphic area and is present in all modules.

Create New
Allow the creation of a new file of the same type of environment (Drawing, Part and Assembly) as the active file. If the file is
not saved, it will ask you to do so before the New file is opened. Once saved, a new file will be immediately created.

Open
It opens files with the following extensions:
•
•

UniCAD 2d (.UNI)
SolidFace Part (.SLFPRT)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SolidFace Assembly (. SLFASM)
SolidFace Drawing (.SLFDRW)
SolidFace Template (.SLFTPL)
SolidFace (.SLFDLB)
SolidFace Backup (.BAK)
ParaSolid (.X_T)
ParaSolid (.X_B)
AutoCAD 2d (.DXF)
AutoCAD 2d (.DWG)
IGES (.IGS)

When a Drawing or an Assembly is opened that have inserted components and one this component is not found, i. e., it has a
broken file path, you will be asked to redefine a new valid path.

Save
Apart from the standard versions of each environment, we can also save files in the following extensions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ParaSolid (.X_T)
ParaSolid (.X_B)
AutoCAD 2d (.DXF)
AutoCAD 2d (.DWG)
IGES (.IGS)
BMP
JPG
STL
OBJ, etc.

Print
There are two print options in SolidFace:
•
•

Print All
Print Window

Print All
Everything that is included within a graphic visible area will be printed.
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Print Window
Everything that is included in a defined rectangular area will be printed.

Print Properties
All configuration related to a printing operation is here configured. The Print Dialog Box is shown below.
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1. Configure Printer type
Open the driver configuration of the active device. Here we configure the size of the paper, orientation, quality of printing,
amongst other options.
2. Display a print preview
Show a print preview.
3. Printer list
The devices installed on the computer are shown here. These devices can be printers or programs that generate external files
like for example, PDF files. After selecting the desired device, click on button (1) to configure it.
4. Copies
Number of prints.
5. Maximum scale
Adjust the scale in such a way to select maximum portion of the design on the paper print area limits.
6. Scale
Define a print scale. Has pre-defined or standard scales that can be chosen.
7. Positioning/Centring drawing on the paper
Center the drawing in two positions: Along X (horizontal) and/or along Y (vertical) paper axes.
8. Positioning/Shifting drawing on the paper
We can define a value for shifting in both X,Y directions.
9. Default folder for print in file.
The drawing print operation can be saved to a file. This file can be later opened on another system or printed on another
computer or remote connection.
10. Vector Plotter Adjustment
Adjust physical deviation of Printer Devices.
11. Lateral clearance
Sets total pixel clearance on the paper limits.

Colours and Thicknesses Print Configuration
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1.
•
•
•

Print Colour
Active: Print the drawing with the actual defined colours
All black: Print with all entities in black.
Force colours: Force entities with defined colours.

2. List of colours and thicknesses
These are represented in the list of entities and its respective colours and thicknesses. If any colour is
forced to another one, it will appear in the form of a small square in the middle. For example, next to the
default pink colour, the forced colour is green.

3. Thicknesses - Units
To configure a thickness different from the pattern, click on the desired entity, enter the thickness and click on Apply. The
thicknesses can be configured in four ways:
•
•
•
•

Pixel
Inch
Millimetre
Micron

4. Pattern
Here we configure the pattern thickness:
•
•
•

Thin
Medium
Thick
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5. Apply thickness on the print
With this active option, the drawing will be printed, considering the thickness configuration.
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Force Entities Colours

1.
•
•
•
•

Active drawing
Reset all: Return all to default or active colours
Reset: Return selected entities to default or active colours
All black: Force all to black
Black: Force selected to black

2. Force General colours alteration (independent of entity type)
We configure entities that are visually of one colour to be printed with another.
For example, if we are using on the graphical screen with a black background and working with yellow lines, the green colour
can be difficult to be visualised on a white printing paper. Thus, here we configure that the green should be printed in black.

We should not forget to enable the checkbox to keep this setting active.

Help
Open the entire SolidFace documentation.
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1.4.

Graphic Interface

The graphic area is divided into various interactive configurations with independent properties.

1. This window shows the List of References Elements, Components, groups, etc. according to the active environment
module and to the selected operation type on the toolbar (2). These operation types are Feature/Commands
Mode, Files operation

, Libraries Components insertion

, Web Import

and Sheet Format

Edit

operation.

If the Edit Mode
type is active and depending if Part, Assembly or Drawing environment is active, the lower
tab group is displayed with following tabs.
•
Environment Part: contains following tabs:
References: shows the default planes (XY, XZ, YZ), main axes coordinates X, Y and Z, and the origin point
0,0,0 (3D environment) or 0,0 (on Drawing and Sketch environment).
Bodies: list of solid bodies.
Variables: list of variables and expressions, if defined.
Entities: list of profiles, faces, edges, components, etc; defined as feature parameters inputs.
•

Assembly:
References: shows the default planes (XY, XZ, YZ), main axes coordinates X, Y and Z, and the origin point
0,0,0 (3D environment) or 0,0 (on Drawing and Sketch environment).
Components or Instances: list of inserted or in-context created components/instances.
Mates: list all defined mates.
Variables: list of variables or/and expressions, if defined.
Entities: list of profiles, faces, edges, components, etc; defined as feature parameters inputs.

•

Drawing:
Groups: shows the Active group and all other existing groups, called Passives.
Components or Instances: list of inserted components/instances.

If File Operation
is active will be listed the SolidFace files types extensions: SLFDRW (Drawing), SLFPRT (Part)
and SLFASM (Assembly).
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If Libraries of Components
is active the Standards and User libraries tabs are presented, when the Assembly
and Drawing module is active and Library of Features Tab, if the Part environment is active.
The fourth option is Web Import

operation, where 2D and 3D Components can be downloaded and imported

via Web. The last option, Sheet Format
operation list Standard Solidface Sheet Formats in accordance with
technical standards or User defined sheets/formats.
3. Display List of Commands or Features, if the option
Libraries

, Web

is enabled or display specific file lists types if File operation

,

or Formats Sheets, respectively is active.

4. Toolbar buttons: contains the Horizontal or Vertical bars Commands or Features.
5. Indicates the active model environment (Part, Assembly or Drawing) or if a Feature operation is active.
6. Indicates the active environment: Drawing, Part or Assembly.
7. File and Standard Toolbar: displays the buttons for Open , New, Save File, Print and Help. The Sketch Creation (9) button
also are available on the Part and Assembly modules.
8. Message Bar: indicates the file open name or the name of the active command.
10. Parameter Bar: shows the active parameter of the active command:

11. Graphic area for development and edit of drawings or models.
12. Definition of color: On Part and Assembly environments, shows the active color of the model and on the Drawing
Environment show the Background Color.
13. X, Y Coordinates information: indicates the X, Y coordinates of the mouse position on the graphics area.
14. Graphic Display Bar for Zoom, Pan, etc. functions.
15. Commands for constructive aids: Undo, Reprocessing, Define normal to the plane, Edit last command, Repeat and
Back/Forward parameters operation of the active command.
16. Bar Blocks View and Model Info: Provides options for model visualization settings: filters definition, windows
management, rendering, visualization and selection configuration of geometries, dimensions, and texts; together with
AutoInfo configuration for Drawing (2D) and Sketch (3D) operation.
17. According which active button (16) is active here is shown the available options for this active setting.
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Toolbars Configurations

The toolbars arrangement can be configured with following options:
•

Display Help Texts on the buttons.

•

Horizontal Toolbar visualization.

•

Vertical Toolbar 1 and 2 visualization: Where the elements of geometric modifications and
operations are located.
A button can be customized by right clicking on it.
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Menus Type According to the Active Module
File Menu is almost the same independent of the active module. Performs file operations, like defining a new model type (Part,
Assembly or Drawing), export files, printing, etc.

The Close option is used to close the working environment and returning to the first page of SolidFace.

The Edit Menu is only present in the Sketch and Drawing modes. Allows editing the last performed actions and the tools for
repeating, editing, cutting and pasting.

The Build, Modify, Operate and Dimensions Menu are presented on the Drawing and Sketch modules.
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Images created in the Drawing environment.

Others are specific for the active module. For instance the Group Menu and the other below is active only for the Drawing
Module.

Images created in the Drawing environment.
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Below are typical Menus figures for the Part and Assembly modules. Allow operations with features, commands, and mates,
respectively.
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1.5.

Visualization Bar

The graphic visualization commands manage and control the graphic area. They are activated by means of the upper set of
buttons on the Toolbar located on the right hand side of the screen.

The feature common to these commands is the ability to be able to be activated within the parameters of other commands.
This concept is called recursion and represents a significant help in the geometric construction due to the high degree of
interactivity provided to the user.

Zoom All
Displays the entire drawing on the screen.
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Zoom Window
Zoom is a term used to amplify a rectangular graphical area.
•
•
•

By rotating the scroll button of the mouse, we can zoom in or out depending on the direction of rotation.
The Up and Down Keys are used for visual panning/displacement.
The Page Down and Page Up Keys allow you to zoom in/ out.

Orbit
Is only active in Part and Assembly. If there is no active command, we can rotate the model by simply clicking with the scrolling
mouse (central button) and dragging it.

Section
Section the model by selecting a plane or a face and dragging the mouse. To enable the section command, we select a side or a
plane which serves as a reference for the operation.
•
•
•

Temporary Section: cuts the model without specifying the values.
Permanent Section: cuts the model by specifying a value.
Section in Portions: cuts the model in two or more parts.

If you type the Tab Key, the “back” / “front” reference of the model will be altered, which will result in a cut on the opposite
side with respect to the normal of the active section.

Temporary Section
We select a side or a plane and type Enter. It can also be modified at a distance by dragging its vector.
This section is for viewing only. Therefore it is neither possible to section further nor create profiles related to the sectioned
faces. However, Sketches and its respective features operations can be created in the remaining sides or planes. An enabled
temporary section at the side of the model will be differentiated with red colour.
If we disable the section button, the model will return to its original form.
To view the last cut section uses the Ctrl Key.
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Example of a section made with reference to a plane parallel by distance.

Permanent Section
If you type any value, the distance value will be related to the selected plane. If the distance is zero the part will be sectioned
on the reference plane. When a value is specified the cutting operation is saved as a Section command.
Example of a section with a zero plane distance.

Sectioning in Slices
After identifying the side, if you type F5, the section in slices property box is opened to number and distance of slices
definition. The Tab Key reverses the section direction.
This option is also saved in the Commands List and remains permanent.
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Example of 5 sections with a distance of 10mm between them.

Creating Temporary Section on Sketch Operation
The system automatically takes the selected plane or face as reference to create the Section. Moreover, its colour changes to
green. This Sketch section can be enabled at any time. Once the sectioning has been done, we can use the sectioned edges of
the model as a reference for construction (Info’s and Offsets).
Example of sectioning in Sketch with reference in plane XY (green).

Regenerate Screen
Regenerate the current window by removing the indications of linear identification, definition of Info points, etc.

Show Last Zoom
It shows the last saved Zooms.

Pan Center and Dynamic Zoom
Comprises two functions: Pan Center and Dynamic Zoom.
When we click on this button, the Dynamic Zoom is activated (standard). To alternate between both types type F4 Key.
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Pan
Shifts the display area without changing the scale.
Dynamic Zoom
Allows you to click and drag the cursor to control and +-zooming the actual graphical area.

Filter Visualization Options
The display of dimensions and texts, hatching, passive colour and parameterised dimensions expressions visualization can be
enabled or disabled. The filter option menu depends on the active environment.
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Drawing Display Options
• Display thicknesses, Groups
Enable Drawing visualization by Thicknesses or Groups. The display by thicknesses allows the display of geometric entities
according the line thickness; whereas the display by groups differentiates each group by using a different colour, independent
of its thickness.
• Dimensions and Texts, Hatching and Fillers.
Enable/Disable dimensions, texts and hatchings visualization.
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• Grid
Enable or disable the grid display.
Normal type: distribution of points parallel to the X and Y axes or isometric: isometric distribution of points. Grid
configurations will be covered further on the chapter General Configuration.

• Passive Colour
This option is very useful to highlight the Active Group. The Passive Colour can be configured through the Personalization
button-Colours Palette definition. In this case, geometric entities which do not belong to the Active Group will be drawn in a
passive colour. Remember In SolidFace we can have dozens of groups but only one can be active for edit mode the other are
known as Passive Groups.

• True Type Fonts
If disabled, the existing True Type fonts will be displayed as Non-monospaced fonts (vectors).
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• Display line Characteristics
We can see the lines/profiles that have hatching or filling attributes.

Part and Assembly Display Options
Allow following display types:
▪ Wireframe
▪ Hidden Lines with dashed
▪ Hidden

▪
▪

Shading
Shading+Lines: shading with edges
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• Elements Display Options
As well as the Filter button (seen previously) the menu +- Display allows to enable/disable the display of:
▪ Sketch Geometries;
▪ Dimensions and Texts;
▪ Points;
▪ 3D Dimensions;
▪ Planes;
▪ Solids;
▪ 3D Curves (wires);
▪ Surfaces.

Part, Assembly and Drawing Display Options:
•

Shading Quality
You can improve the quality in shading visualization. But as the quality increases it slows the model regeneration.

• Display dimensions values showing the actual value or the variable association
We can define a variable or an expression associated to a distance, radius, angle, etc. This option activates and deactivates the
display according to the following examples. On the example below the dimension defined by a variable a could be shown in 3
forms: value, variable and variable:value

1.6.

Display and Selection of Geometric Entities, Dimensions and Texts
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The buttons used to configure Geometric entities, Dimensions and Texts selection is located in the lower part of the display bar
in the Drawing and Sketch environment.
We can control the visibility of the Dimensions and Texts by clicking on the red area indicated on the
figure.
•

Enables and disables the visibility of the dimensions and texts.

There are 3 type of selection of geometries and dimension when selecting with a rectangular area:
•

Only identify Geometric entities
When we define a selection area, only the geometries which are in this area can be selected.

•

Only identify Dimensions/Texts
When this option is activated, the Dimensions and Texts will be shown with a small rectangle on the left. Only the
dimensions and texts within the selection area will be selected.
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•

Identify Geometric Entities + Dimensions/Texts
The area selects the geometric entities, dimensions and texts.

Windows Display
There are many windows configurations as shown on the figure.
The system always saves the defined views and zooms for each window configuration.

Model Display
This option is only active in the Part and Assembly modules. Controls the display mode of the model in 5 types:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wireframe
Hidden Lines
Hidden
Shading
Shading Lines

It is possible to define independent displays on a specific window. This is accessed through the Configurations • Window View.
As shown below.
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Standard Views
It is possible to set 7 standard views.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Front
Back
Left
Right
Top
Bottom
Isometric

Entities Display Filters
It is possible to disable the visualization of following entities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sketch Geometries
Dimensions and Texts
Points
3D Dimensions
Planes
Bodies
3D Curves (wires)
Surfaces
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1.7.

Buttons to Manage Commands Parameters and Model Rebuild

These blocks of commands are positioned on the middle of the right vertical Button Bar and available on all modules and are
slightly different depending on the environment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Undo
Rebuild
Repeat
Edit last command
Backward-Forward(Return - Proceed Parameter)
Plane View - Normal to Sketch Plane (Part and Assembly)
Manage Groups (Drawing)

The commands Normal to Sketch Plane and Manage Groups will be explained in their respective environments.

Undo
Undo the last saved command. The same action takes place with Ctrl+ Z.

Rebuild
Reprocesses the active model, tests its consistency and can detect possible construction errors. It is also used to reprocess
parametric parts and checking if external referenced path files were changed.

Repeat
After a command or function is finished can be reused by typing Enter or by clicking on the Repeat button. This button allows
us to choose which parameters should be kept. For example, when creating a 3D Circle using a Reference Face, a Central Point
and a Radius, we will notice that in order to create this, three parameters are necessary.
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When clicking on the Repeat command, a box containing these three parameters will open. We should then indicate the
parameters in this window which will retained for future creations of circles. Note that the parameters of Face and Center
have been kept.

When you click on OK a new 3D Circle will be created, but this time, it is necessary to indicate only a Point or Radius because
the other two circle parameters have already been retained from previous creations.

Edit Last Command
By clicking on this button, an edit box of the last command parameters will be opened.

Backward – Forward
When a command is active we can back/forward to a certain parameter.

Plane View - Normal to Sketch Plane
On the Part and Assembly environments this command allows us to view the model with the Viewer Eye positioned direct in
front of or back to this plane/face.

Manage Groups
On the Drawing environment this command allows the management of the Groups Entities.

1.8.

Special Keys
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Some keys allow quick access to different operations and functions. These keys are:
Esc, F5, F6, Tab, Ctrl, Enter and Space Bar Keys.

Space Bar Key
When available in some commands it modifies the operation of the current parameter.
• In Point Parameters
Redirect the Point parameter to be able to identify a line entity. Depending on the function, this would create a tangent
or a geometric reference related to the identified line.
• In Info’s
When a command Info is active it is used to disable this Info function. Also you can activate back the Info function also
with this key.
•

Repeat last command
The Space Bar simulates the Enter Key, enabling the repetition of the last saved command.

Enter Key
Terminates/closes the parameter definitions for the following functions:
• Multiple Lines
• Spline
• Multiple Points Dimension
• Multiple Lines Dimension
Also activates the repetition of the last command
If there is no active function, this will reactivate the last one turning it repetitive.
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Ctrl Key
Changes the operation result of some commands. Following a summary of their use:
Functions that operate
with Ctrl Key
Simple Straight Line

→

Line by Midpoint

Multiple Open Lines

→

Terminates the command
creating a closed profile

Circle

→

Arc

Centerline

→

Double Centerline by Point

Open Spline

→

Terminates the command
creating a closed profile

Rectangle by Point

→

Rectangle by Center

Mirroring maintaining
Base

→

Mirroring cancelling Base
→ Changes
→ Close

In Point Dimension and Line Dimension functions, the Ctrl Key activates the individual Control Box for each parameter of the
dimension.

The commands that accept the Ctrl Key are indicated in the command message parameter window.

F5 Key
Open the Properties Box for the current command. The commands that accept the F5 Key are indicated in the message area of
the command name. Examples of this type of command are: Multiple Lines, Multiple Dimensions, Holes, Ellipse, Revolve,
Extrude, etc.
Therefore, the F5 Key is primarily used for the configurations via the Properties Box or in some cases, to activate the second
set of configurations options; like in the case of some dimension types where we use the Ctrl Key to basic configuration and
the F5 Key to activate advanced configuration.

F6 Key
The F6 Key is a shortcut key to close/open the List of entities located on the left are of the graphic screen.

TAB Key
The TAB Key is mainly used to reverse directions. In the Part environment, it reverses the direction of features operations; in
the Assembly environment reverses the direction of mates operation. In the Drawing environment, for instance, reverses the
creation direction of a Hole or Axis, etc.
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ESC Key
Cancel the active Command, Feature or a Sketch operation.
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2. Part Modeling Environment
On this environment are created 3D Models or Part (solid or surfaces) components. These
models can also be inserted in Assemblies components in order to construct complex models.
There are many functions to help on modeling process, like Fillet, Chamfer, etc, but the most
important operations are known as Features operations. To provide the linear geometry used
in the Features functions there is a sub-module named Sketch, that has a wide variety of
commands for creating, operating and modifying lines or profiles.

2.1.

Sketch Sub-module

In this sub-module are created 3D planar geometric entities to serve as basis or constructional reference for the Part and
Assembly environment, mainly to the features operations. The Sketch functions are divided in some types: Creation of Lines,
Arcs, Splines, etc, Modification of Fillet, Union, etc and Operation functions like Move, Copy, etc, as well as annotation
commands like Dimensions and Texts definition.
These planar sketch geometries are different from the 3D curves created directly on the 3D module, because they are strictly
topological1. That is, is not possible to cancel one geometric entity on which other sketch entities are dependent.
After closing the Sketch operation the result geometries are ready to be used as basis or reference for Features operations.
To edit any Sketch entity or functions just double click on it and the edit box will be opened on the Sketch environment. After
closing the edit operation all sketches or Features that referenced this geometry will be automatically updated.
On SolidFace is not necessary to create specific dimension to apply parametric restrictions to the geometry. This is automatic
created by the system, this makes creation and edit of parametric Features and Commands much easier and simple to a future
edit.
Therefore the parametric association is defined by the geometric entity function itself, not by dimension. Exceptions are some
Sketch functions like Circles, Rectangles, Offsets and Multiple Lines creation where dimensions are automatically inserted after
the sketch function. To automatic create this type of Parametric Dimension, that drives the geometry, just click the Ctrl Key
after finishing the sketch function.

2.2.

Creating a Sketch

It is necessary to select a plane, a reference plane or a planar face to create a Sketch. The reference planes are: XY (Red), XZ
(Green) and YZ (Blue), then click on the button:

The toolbars buttons are changed reflecting that the Sketch module is active. To show a view perpendicular to the sketch click
on the Normal to Sketch Plane button

1

displayed in the right vertical Toolbar.

Geometries are constructed in a sequential and topological manner. They are made in the same way in which bricks are stacked one on top of the other
to form a wall. These bricks represent these entities. If we modify the height of a specific brick, the rest of them will be shifted according to this
modification.
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2.3.

Closing the Sketch

The buttons used to confirm or cancel the created profile or sketch geometries are located next to the Sketch button.
•

Confirm Sketch
Confirm the geometric entities created in Sketch and returns to the 3D environment.

•

Cancel Sketch
Cancel the geometric entities in the active Sketch during creation and/or correction. The Esc Key is a second option
to this button.

An edition in a sketch can cause errors in a feature built the edited sketch.
When the user applies the operation, a red exclamation
shows the error
position on the list of commands. When this occur the best option is not to
confirm the operation but return to the sketch and fix the construction that
caused the error.

Once the corrections have been confirmed, the user will not be able to cancel or undo them. This is why whenever a
mistake occurs, it is important to save the design before confirming any modification. In this way, if a correction is
not possible the user can recover the file.

2.3.

Identification – Geometric Information Commands

The geometric information functions (Info) help shows the Information Menu according to the active parameter.

Activating Info Command
A Geometric Information Menu will be displayed when the user clicks the mouse right button. The menu showed below is
related to when a Point parameter is active.
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Identification of Lines and Graphic Result
These functions provide information about the Active Group geometry as well as information about the Passive Groups (in the
Drawing environment). The reference of the other entities is very useful during the construction phase. These functions
interface with each other in a basic, direct and recursive manner within the function parameters that create, modify and
operate geometries, dimensions and texts.

Intersection Point of two lines
In the case of Arcs/Circles intersections where two resulting points could exist, the result would be taken as the intersection
point nearest to the area identified by the first line.

Extreme Point
The position of identification relative to the midpoint of the line will determine the valid Endpoint.
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Midpoint
Select the midpoint of the identified line.

Point in Line
Select a point on the identified line.
Depending on the distance defined, negative or positive, the resulting point on the line could be outside its segment.

For Circles and Arcs, the absolute angle should be specified in degrees. This could be inside or outside the selected Arc. If these
are inside, the user should specify positive values. If they are outside, negative values.

Relative Point
The Relative function is generally used with the use of another Info function to define the reference point.
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Point in Surface
This is the resulting point of an intersection of two imaginary lines parallel to two identified lines.

Reference Point according to X,Y coordinates
Identify the resulting point from the combination of two other coordinates points in the X and Y coordinates respectively.
In the diagram below, we insert a construction exactly in the center of the rectangle.

Perpendicular Point
Allow us to obtain a point perpendicular to the identified line using a reference point

Points in Polar Coordinates
The Polar Point is calculated according to a polarity center, an angle and a radius. You can use an expression that defines a
polar information: @distance<ang. For instance, to construct a line that begins on the point 30, 30 an polar expression can be
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defined for the second point parameter, like: @10<45. This means that the second point has a coordinate polar of polar angle
of 45 and a radius of 10 results related to the first point.

Center Point
Identify the Center of Arc or Circle.

Quadrant Point
Identify the quadrant points in the circles. The possible angles are: 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°.

Nearest Point
Identifies any point belonging to a line. Any points in a line can be identified when rolling the cursor over it.

It is also possible to specify a value for the point. The proportion of the distance of the line is displayed in the dialog bar. This
proportion is a scale that varies from 0 to 1 which indicates its beginning and end respectively.

For example, if we key in 0.25, we can identify the point which corresponds to ¼ of the line.

Text Point
This command is active only in the Drawing module. We can reference the extremities of the leader lines, initial and final
points of the arrows, dimensions or elements of Dimensions and the positioning point of the Text.

The reference points of texts, dimensions and dimension elements are shown dynamically. The points on the dimension lines
will be informed over the initial and final points and over each ¼ of the line segments.
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3D Info’s

Center Point of Face or Body
The center of the Body is identified by typing the Ctrl Key.

Face Intersection Point According to U, V Axes Coordinates
Identifies an intersection point between two axes ump related to the identified face. You must define one point for each axis.
To be able to do this, we first have to identify the first point to the axis u and then for the axis v. In the following example, we
use two mid points as reference to create two axes.

Projection Point in Face, Plane and Line
Identify a reference face/plane and a point which will be projected to that plane/face.
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2.4.

Auto Info

Is possible to configure up to five types of a Point Geometric Information type that are automatically activated when command
parameters of Points are showed:
•
•
•
•
•

Intersection
Endpoint
Midpoint
Center
Nearest

With no active command, if we type the Auto Info button, the following Box will open:

The Space Bar also activates and deactivates the Auto Info function.

Line and Text information property
Provide properties to the identified line or text. We right click on the mouse and indicate the desired entity subsequently. The
provided information for the lines is:
For a Line: Initial Point, Final Point and Angle
For Arc/Circle:

Center, Radius, Initial Angle and Final Angle

For any line:

Profile Type, Thickness and the Group to which this line belongs (and the Part, if applicable).

For the Text: Positioning, Angle, Scale, Type (Font) and Thickness.
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2.5.

Dimension Information

Distance
Calculate the distance between two points. This command is normally used repeatedly with others Info functions that
calculates point info information (Extreme, Midpoint, Line, Spline...) or with points defined in the graphic screen or either
indicated using the keyboard. See the distance calculation on following figure:

Length
Calculate the length of the Line or Arc/Circle.
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In the following example we want to calculate the length of the Line highlighted in red:
•
•
•
•

Click on it and choose the Distance/Length/Radius option;
Select the Length option;
Click on the Line to be measured;
The result will be displayed in the Dialog Bar.

Diameter and Radius
This function calculates the diameter or radius of the selected Circle or Arc.

Angle
• Angle Between Two Lines
Identify two straight lines, the result is the angle formed between them. The identification order of the lines defines the
calculated angle.

• Absolute Angle of a Straight Line
The result will always specify a value between 0⁰ and 180⁰.

• Angle of an Imaginary Straight Line Passing through Two Points
The first point is specified and considered the center. The second one will be the point that defines the angle.
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2.6.

Specific Sketch Commands

Sketch/3D Projection
Create a geometric entity of reference in the active Sketch which projects a geometric entity in the 3D model.
By typing the Ctrl Key results on the creation of an outline geometry.

Sketch/3D Offset
Create copies parallel to the geometries of the model. Identify the required line and type the offset value. Use the F5 to create
an internal/external profile as shown below.
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2.7.

Geometric Construction Commands

BUTTON

TOOL

BUTTON

TOOL

Line by Endpoint

Line of Double Center

Lines by Midpoint

Rectangle by Vertex

Multiple Lines

Rectangle by Center

Circle by Central Point

Rectangle by Line

Central Point Arc

Polygon

Circle by 3 Elements

Ellipse

Central Line

Spline

Straight Line
The Straight Line can be started in two basic forms: from the Endpoint or Midpoint. The Ctrl Key defines the active type.
The Straight Line parameters can be redirected to circles tangency by typing the Space Bar.
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Therefore, to create a Simple Straight Line tangent to two circles, we use the Space Bar in the point parameters 1 and 2 and
we identify the required circles. If a straight line is identified for the second parameter, this would give us a Straight Line
beginning from point 1, perpendicular to the identified Straight Line.

Multiple Lines
Create a sequence of straight lines. The profile can be open or closed. The Ctrl Key defines the endpoint connection.
We can specify the parameters as: points, angles, lengths and tangents. These straight lines can be created perpendicular,
parallel or tangent to other geometric entities. By typing the P Key on the keyboard changes from parallelism to perpendicular
to a specific line and by keying X character, the Line will be created horizontally and by keying in Y, vertically. Again to create it
tangent to a circle or an arc, locate the cursor close to them. Typing the P Key alternates between
During this creation, the following attributes remain available in the right side bar of the work area:
•
•
•

Dash type;
Filling (only active in the Drawing module).
Line thicknesses

Type the F5 Key to define configuration properties. The options are listed:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Offset: makes parallel copies:
▪
Left
▪
Right
▪
Double: makes copies for both sides.
Distance: offset value.
Radius: creates straight lines with radii in its vertices.
Chamfers: creates straight lines with chamfers in its vertices.
Join extremes: creates a union using the bases of the straight lines in the offset.
Maintains base: keeps the base of the Line intact when the double offset is enabled.
Reset: reset to default configuration.
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Circle
The default input is the radius. To define a diameter value, Type d or D before the desired value. Typing the Space Bar
indicates whether the circle should be tangent to a Line or to another circle.
The Circle is defined by:
• A central point and a radius, or;
• A central point and a tangency (enabled by the Space Bar);
By using the Ctrl Key, we can activate the option to create an Arc

.

Circle by 3 Elements
Its construction elements can be: point, radius, diameter or tangent information (external or internal).
Type of Circle result:
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•
1.
2.
3.

Example of circle with three points tangent: to a Line, externally to a Circle and internally to another one
Key in Space Bar + identify the Line
Key in Space Bar + identify the external Circle.
Key in Space Bar twice + identify the internal Circle.

During the construction of the tangent Circles, we should observe the order of line identification because depending on our
selection, we shall obtain different results.

Types of tangent circles
In the construction below two resulting circles are possible. The region of identification 3 over the Circle defines the resulting
Circle.

Rectangle
Its positioning is done in two ways: by Vertex or by Center, which can be switched using the Ctrl Key.
The Rectangle command can comprise various construction forms described in the following:
•

Rectangle by two points: specify two diagonal points by coordinates or Info’s.

•

Rectangle by length and height: specify the position point and the dimensions of length and height respectively.

•

Rectangles associated with Lines: By clicking on the Space Bar + identifying a Line gives us two options of
positioning:
1. Indicate the extreme point and Key in a distance, or
2. Type the Space Bar once again to create it from the midpoint.

Access the Rectangle properties through the F5 Key:
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Polygon
Its definition can be done in two ways: by Vertex or by Center switched by the Ctrl Key.
The properties can still be accessed via the F5 Key:

The polygon can be Inscribed or Circumscribed to an imaginary circle.
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Ellipse
Can be created in two ways: via the center and vertices or via the center and radius.

Spline
The Spline is a polynomial curve created by a sequence of small segments. To create it, a minimum of three points have to be
defined. On the 3D environment by using the F5 Key, we can define a tubular Spline.

Centerline
This type of line receives an additional half dash to its extremities. The Ctrl Key controls the creation of the Simple Centerlines
and the Double Centerlines.

2.8.

Geometric Modification Commands

These commands cause modifications to the geometric entities belonging to the Active Group. The geometric entities of the
Passive Groups can be used as a reference.
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These commands operate in the selection or normal mode (not selection).

The operation of entities via the pre-selection is more efficient and this is the case of Concordance, Chamfer, Union etc, where
more than two selected lines can be operated by a single activation of the function. These buttons are displayed in the
Command Bars with solid arrows when existing entities are selected.

Trim
Operate on two selected lines or one line and one point.
Line trimmed by reference or passive line
• Select the required line;
• Activate the Trim command;
• Identify a second line of reference.

Line trimmed by point
In the last parameter of the above command, if instead of indicating a line of reference we type the Space Bar, the system
would wait to receive the indication of a point. If the selected line were a Circle instead, two separation points must be
indicated.

Join or Extend
The function of joining lines operates in the selection mode. One or more lines can be selected. In the case where three or
more lines are selected, the identification should be made in the direction of the profile union, as indicated in the following
diagram.

A and B points are the valid intersections because they are closer to 1 and 2 identifications.
Below is shown how the direction of selection influences the result of the profile.
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Joining two lines
If two selected lines have intersection points on his visible line segments both vertices will be joined.

Joining more than two lines (operation via selection)
To join more than two lines, the procedure is the same as the one seen previously.

Always select the lines according to the sequence in which they were joined, and make sure that these are close to
the intersection with a subsequent line; as shown in the above design.

When the lines do not intersect, the selection follows the same rules as described previously. In this case, the last (line 1 and 4)
union will not occur throughout the geometric entity.

When two valid intersections exist as shown in the diagram below and if we identify the Circle close to A, this intersection will
be the valid one.
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The identification/selection area defines the intersection point and the valid segment in relation to the next selected line.
Join the selected line to a reference line
Line of reference is called that line which does not undergo any modification during an operation. If only one selected line
exists, the system will consider the second identified line (2) to be the reference one:

To join the selected line to the other two reference or passive ones, proceed in the following way:
• Select the required line;
• Activate the Joining command;
• Using the Ctrl Key activate the Joining by two lines command;
• Identify the two reference lines (2 and 3).

Join lines sequence to two passive or reference lines (repetition mode)
If various lines have to be joined to the same two reference lines that were initially selected, proceed in the following way:
•
•
•
•

Select the desired line (1);
Activate the Joining command;
Activate Joining by two lines using the Ctrl Key;
Identify reference lines 2 and 3;

•
•
•

Activate the Repetition function by typing Enter or by clicking on the button
Once again, indicate lines 2 and 3 as reference;
Identify the desired lines 4, 5, 6.

Join/extend the selected line until a point
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In the previous function, the system waits for the identification of a reference line, but typing the Space Bar, the parameter
waits for the definition of a point until which the line has to be extended.

Modification of the length of a Line or the radius of an Arc/Circle
If in the previous function, instead of defining a point on the graphic screen we were to Key in a value, the system will interpret
this as a modification in the length of the Line.

Fillet
Two or more lines can be selected to create the roundness (radius). Depending on the order and the total number of selected
lines, various types of concordance are created following the same rules as the Line Joints functions explained above. Once the
concordance selection has been made define the radius value and type Enter. When repeating the function, the value for the
radius specified in the previous command will appear as a default value.

Results on closed profile according the selection order
In the Rectangle below there will be different results according the selection order:

Result on an open profile
When the lines do not intersect the results is shown below:
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Arc attribute created on this operation
The type of profile for the created radius will be the same as the profile of the first identified line. For example, if it has an
attribute of hatching the resulting Arc will have this attribute.

Chamfer
The construction of the Chamfer follows the same rules as the ones defined by the Concordance (Fillet) function. After the
command has been activated, the system requests for the distance of the 1 and 2 chamfer. If this function were to be
repeated, the values specified in the previous action will appear as default. To execute the command, it is necessary to indicate
the straight line with reference 1, then type Enter, indicate straight line 2 and type Enter once again.

Creating an 3D Edge Offset
It is also possible to create an Offset from a 3D solid edge. To configure the operation properties type the F5 Key.
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2.9.

Geometric Operation Commands

The geometric operation commands are available in the Operate menu. These functions operate lines, texts and selected
dimensions belonging to the Sketch or to the Active Group. The selection is made in three ways:
•
•
•

Direct identification of the line, dimension or text
Via selection area
Special selection: like by attributes selection, symbol, etc.

When the Sketch Environment is active, besides the normal available functions, there are others 3 types of operation:

Create an Extrude from Sketch Profiles
The last profiles are automatically selected as the profile to be extruded.

Create a Revolve from Sketch Profiles
The last profiles are automatically selected as the profile to be revolved.

Create Holes from Sketch Circles
The sketches defined circles are automatic selected as reference elements for holes construction.

Below are explained the normal functions presented on this types of operation:

Line Partial Erase
Erases the selected part of the geometric entity intersected by one or two lines.
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Delete
Erase the selected entity.

Whenever possible, choose to cancel directly his Creation Command on the List of Commands. This avoid that this
command being reprocessed and then later on being deleted.

Copy
A rotation angle can be indicated for the copy.

Move

, Rotate

and Mirror

Functions
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Mirror:

Scale
Whenever the operation involves Dimensions, there is the option to scale them according to the dimension and height
measurements of the Texts and Dimensions. In the diagram below, a geometric entity has been scaled twice. This is why the
height and the text value remained unchanged.

Stretch
Stretches the entities belonging to a selected area defined by two points. Its distance can be defined by a point or a keyed-in
value. We can change the direction of stretch between horizontal and vertical by using the Ctrl Key.
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2D Linear Pattern
This creates copies with a rectangular disposition, with a specific number of columns and lines. The number of multiplied
entities should be indicated including the geometric base:

2D Circular Pattern
Creates circular copies referenced to a defined center. To create copies that fulfil the 360⁰ uniformly, mark the keep same
angle option.

Profiles Operations
There are various commands that exclusively operate with profiles. These commands are grouped in a single Properties Box
opened by the Operate Profile button. The profiles can be of the type: Opened, Closed or Automatically Closed. In this last
one, after the line identification, the system automatically looks for a closed profile.
If the Check Intersection option is active, all the lines that intersect the profile will be verified.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select: Selects the profile for operations, such as: Erase, Rotate, Modify attribute etc.;
Dimension: Creates dimensions according to the profile;
Area: Calculates the profile area;
Perimeter: Calculates the profile perimeter;
Gravitational Center: Calculates the gravitational center of the profile;
Offset: Creates a profile offset;
Attribute (shading, dashes, thicknesses and filling): After selecting the profile, it activates the attribute command for
the lines. (The filling function is only active in the 2D Drawing module);
Extrude: Selects the profile that has been defined as the extrusion profile (exclusive to Part);
Revolve: Selects the profile defined as the revolution profile (exclusive to Part);

To execute any of these options, it is necessary to define the type of profile to be operated in the Type field.

Profile Offset
Create a parallel copy to the profile according to a defined distance. The edges of the 3D solid model are recognised for such
an operation. For an Open Profile identify a line close to the his Endpoint that will be defined as profile initial point then
identify the profile last line close to the desired Endpoint. The Dialog Box is opened to specify the distance value.

Profile Extrude
Create an extrusion Feature by adding or subtracting the volume of a profile.
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Profile Revolve
Create a volume of a profile around an axis.

When more than one profile is created, it is important that the creation is made in a logical order.

2.10. Automatic Dimensions Association on Geometric Modification
To edit a geometric operation, select a line twice for to activate the editing. The associated dimensions will be automatically
restored after the function edit operation.

2.11. Quick Command Menus Activation via Mouse Right Button
When geometric and or a dimensions/texts are selected click on right button of the mouse to open menus commands that are
related to the active selection. These Menus are opened according to following selection types: geometries, dimensions/texts
and geometries+dimensions/texts.
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2.12. Creation of Reference Elements on the 3D Environment
These entities together with Sketch lines are used as a constructive base for feature operations. These are: Work Planes,
Points, Lines, Circles, Multiple Lines and Splines; all built on the 3D Part or on the Assembly environments.

Work Plane
The properties Box is shown below.

The work planes types are described below:
•

According to point/distance: Create a plane parallel to a face or to other plane with a distance specified in the
properties box of the plane. In the example below, we select a reference face and specify a distance value of 20.

The Space Bar enables the origin planes (XY, XZ, YZ) so they can be used as a reference for the creation of a new
plane. The Tab Key reverts the direction of the plane creation.

•

Created according to an angle:
Select a face/plane of reference followed by an edge or to a sketch line which
will serve as axis of rotation then specify the angle of rotation.
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•

According to selected points or lines: The planes can be created by 3 points or by 2 straight lines + one
Line/point. Use the Space Bar to select the desired entities.

•

Tangent to a Surface: Select a surface and a point belonging to it. A plane tangent to the surface which passes
through the identified point will be created.
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•

•

According to a Line Endpoint: The system automatically recognises the extreme points on the selected edges or
curves.

According to a Point:
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•

According to a Distance (Lines) or to angles (Arcs/Circles): a plane is created according to a distance when it is a
straight line, a curve or an edge of a model or according to an angle when the reference is an arc, a circle or a cylindrical
edge of the model, both with reference in the Endpoint of the geometric entity.

•

According to a Percentage value: The percentage in which the plane will remain in relation to the geometric
entity based in its Endpoint. As an example: a value of 0% creates a plane on the start point of a selected line, 100%
will be on the line endpoint and 50% will be on midpoint of the geometric entity, as shown below.

• Modifying the Visual Dimension (visual size) of the Plane
Modifies the visual dimension of the plane in two different ways:
▪
▪

General: defines the dimension of all the existing planes in the model;
Individual: defines the dimension of the plane which will be created.

To modify the planes general size specifies a new value on the Plane Dialog Box and click Cancel to close it.

Points Definition
Points are used as reference to create new geometric entities. They can be simple
or multiple.
Simple: Created via the point Info’s like: extreme, middle, center...
Multiple: This option is activated by the F5 Key. The options are:
•

•

By Distance/Angle: The Points are created according to a distance
definition over Lines, Curves or Edges. They are created according to an
angle when the entity is an Arc, Circle or a Cylindrical Edge.
By Percentage: The Points are created according the specified percentage
which can vary between 0% and 100%.

In both options, the system takes the Endpoint of the indicated edge or curve as reference. The value specified in the
properties box will be the distance of the first point in relation to the defined Endpoint and the spacing between the remaining
points.
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•
•
•

Uniform: The points are uniformly distributes on the selected edge/curve.
Total points: Quantity of the points required.
Create on End points: Creates points according to the previous options and on the two extreme points of the
edge/curve.

3D Line
Creates a Straight Line by points defined by Endpoint, Middle, and Center Info’s.

3D Circle
Create a Circle in a reference face/plane and a central point. In the example, a Circle was created using the
top face of the model, its central point and its radius, as references.
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3D Multiple Lines
There is a tool with can define the direction of the Multiple Lines using the X, Y and Z axes. The steps to create Multiple Lines
as shown on the example below are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click on the Multiple Lines tool;
Type the coordinates 0,0,0 as an initial point;
Type on the X Key which will enable the Multiple Lines in the X axis;
Type 50 mm for its length;
Type the Y Key causing the Multiple Lines to be made in this axis;
Specify a length, in this case 20 mm;
To finish, type the Z Key;
And specify 30mm.

The result will consist of a Multiple Lines passing through three
axes. This construction would not be possible in the Sketch
environment.

When we choose the two axes and define the
direction of the Multiple Line, we can reverse the direction by typing the Tab Key.

Faces or Planes can be used as reference direction. Select an origin point in the Line and click on the P Key. Select the face or
the plane to which the Line will be perpendicularly constructed.

The properties box is accessed by the F5 Key. You can define concordance Radii or/and a Tubular Profile.
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When creating a Tubular Profile (Surface) with an external radius there is the option of maintaining the baseline reference
used to construct the tubular profile.

3D Splines
The 3D Splines has the same characteristics as the construction of the Multiple Lines.

2.13. Creation of Features
Until now was explained mainly the Sketch profiles used as construction base to Features. Now we are going to explain the
Features functions types and their operation.
A solid is created by the means of constructive elements known as extrusions, revolves, holes, chamfers, etc.
The Features operations are classified in two ways:
•

Creation of Features basis: geometric entities that are normally generated in the Sketch module are transformed into
a solid in the 3D environment by means of an Extrusion, Revolution, Sweep or Loft operation.

•

Features that edit the models: these features create operations like Fillets and Chamfers.

When activated, a Feature function will be shown as the first item in the Top Command Bar. This has three states:

Non-existent operation of active feature.

A feature is active and waiting for definitions parameters.

The active feature is ready to be confirmed.

Central Commands Bar Options located on the Top Left area
The Features Apply, Cancel and Preview buttons are located on this bar.
Preview button: Allow a preview of the Feature before is applied. This can be enabled during the process without
interfering with it. It can be disabled typing again same button:
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.

Others buttons are:
Apply Feature operation.
Cancel Feature operation.
To open the properties box of the features type F5.

2.14. List of Commands and Features
We can cancel or delete Commands used to create a Drawing or Features used on Part/Assembly modeling by selecting it on
the list or on the screen and then typing the Delete Key.
The chronological/topological sequence in which data is created and saved is very important because the parameterisation
and association of the geometric construction depend on it.
At the end of the list of the three environments (Drawing, Part and Assembly) there is a blue arrow (image 1) that shows the
end of the list. If we move the mouse to the top, along the white column, the arrow changes to yellow (image 2 e 3). This
shows that in this position on the Part and Assembly environment new Sketches or Features can be inserted, between the
upper and lower part of this list position.

Edit of Features
When we move a cursor onto a face, its edges change colour indicating that they can be selected. If selected, the face changes
to other colour. By clicking on the selected face again the feature to which this face belongs to will be selected in the feature
List. To edit it, just click on this face again.
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We can also edit a feature by double clicking it on the Feature List.

Commands List Options
By clicking the right button mouse over the list we access a menu that allows us to delete, cancel or reposition commands in
the list. You can individually select commands or use the Shift Key to select a block of commands. Select the first command,
type Shift Key followed by a click on the last command of the required block.
Together with the Delete commands operations there is the Command Suppression option shown below that allows to avoid
Features processing causing a speeding up of model reprocessing.

If you select any command for deletion, the features referenced in it will also be deleted. For example, if we select a Sketch
that was used on an Extrude operation, both of them will be deleted.
When the cursor is positioned over the white band in the Commands List, the positioning arrow will also move together with
the cursor. If one position is clicked another Menu options is shown.
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The options are:
•
•
•

Insert 3D Features or Sketches
Show model creation
Delete from

The only possible option above in the Sketch sub-module and in the Drawing environment is Delete From.

Insert 3D
Allow Features or Sketches to be inserted in that position. The features below
this position will become invisible. This type of operation is indicated by the
button shown on left. After the operation is done, confirm or cancel it through
the buttons shown on right.

Show the 3D Model Creation
Shows how the model was built. The system shows each steps used to create the component. To forward or reward the
modeling directions use the keyboard Keys shown below:

To cancel the visualization type the Esc Key.

Delete From
Delete all commands that were created after the selected position in the list.
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2.15. List of References and Entities used on Features Creation
When operating features and the List Feature option

is active. We have following tabs on the Part environment:

References Tab
List the Standard Reference planes and axis together with the origin point.
Planes
There are 3 origin planes: XY, XZ and YZ that can be used on following
operations:
•
•
•

Creates a Sketch on this plane, when no command is active;
Uses this plane as the beginning or end of an extrusion;
As reference plane for the mirroring operation.

Axes
There are 3 origin axes: X, Y and Z that can be used on following operations:
•
•
•
•
•

As the vector/direction of Extrude, Revolve, Loft and Sweep features;
Direction on Linear Pattern;
Rotation axis on Circular Pattern;
Feature Translation direction;
Rotation axis on Rotate function;

Origin Point
Represents the 0,0,0 coordinate. Indicated on point parameter.

Bodies Tab
Once created, the bodies are saved in the Bodies List. These are organised in numerical order (Body 1, Body 2...), thus they can
be also renamed as required. If we place the cursor over solid edges or on the list of bodies and click on it the solid will be
selected.

When clicking with the right button on the Bodies in the list, we will have many operations options like: + or - Body View,
Delete body, etc and Physical Properties calculation as listed below.
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A body can be hidden by disabling his visibility property.

Body Visibility

When saving a Part with the X_T extension containing more than one body, we have the option of only saving the
visible bodies. Before the saving operation, the system opens a dialog box asking if we would like to “Export also the
invisible bodies”. If clicks No, only the visible bodies will be saved.

Features Entities Selection List
When a feature is being defined, different types of entities can be selected to add the feature definition, they are: features,
faces, profiles or edges, bodies, instances and points. Below is shown an example of Feature Entities List.
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If one of the entities is selected in the list, they will be highlighted in blue if they are constructional features (extrude, revolve,
operate face etc.); or green if they are modification features (linear, circular or mirroring pattern, translation, rotation etc.)

The selected entities that are not required can be selected and deleted by using the Delete Key. Another way of cancelling an
entity definition is by typing Ctrl+Z Key.
As explained the constructional features operations (Extrude, Revolve, Sweep and Loft) are created using following entities:
•
•
•

Sketch Profiles: planar geometries and texts created in the Sketch environment;
Curves: 3D straight lines, 3D circles and splines created on the 3D environment;
Faces: belonging to an existing body.

We should be cautious when we using models constructional entities by directly selecting their faces or edges because
Patterns operation (Linear, Circular and Mirroring) can be not accept this kind of entity.

When using bodies entities like edges or faces really helps the user and increases the process speed. But we should
be cautious when using models constructional entities by directly selecting their faces or edges, because Patterns
operations (Linear, Circular and Mirroring) can’t accept this kind of entity.

Selecting Faces or Edges through ID LIST Option
By right clicking the mouse over a body, a list with all faces or edges that are available on that direction is shown.
On certain operation is very difficult to selected desired faces or edges thus this option is very important in these cases.
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2.16. Extrude

Create an extrusion Feature adding volume to a profile created in a Sketch, a 3D curve or edges and faces of a body. The
Operation result can be one of the following types:
•

New Body – Creates a new body

•

Boss - Adds material

•

Cut - Removes material

•

Surface – Creates a surface

Below is shown an Extrude Base result.
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Below is shown an Extrude Cut result.

The Surface can be create according to an open or closed profile. This option only allows simple extrusions, without
inclination, walls or thickness definitions.
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Extrude Properties
The Extrude properties box is accessed via the F5.

More button ≫: this button expands the properties box, increasing the Extrude options.

Is possible to define 2 directions of a solid construction. Also internal or external walls can be defined.

When creating solid models define by Open Profiles a thickness value can be defined. There are following options:
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The Revert Thickness button

alternates between an internal and external profile.

By defining an External or Internal Inclination angle allows the creation of angular extrusions.
When using direction 2 do not forget to define the inclination angle for that direction.

Reference Profiles
The reference profiles are: Sketch Geometries, 3D Line, Faces or Edges of Solids. Once identified, they are can viewed on the
Selection List by clicking on the Entities Tab.
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If a face of a solid element is selected, the face or its external profile will be selected, i.e., its complete profile. To identify a
partial profile, type the Space Bar in the first parameter of the function then select the line that identifies the beginning of the
profile and the line that identifies the end.

Creating 3D Texts
The user also has the option to create an Extrude from a Text defined in the Sketch
environment. Multiple Texts are not allowed.
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Choosing the Extrusion Vector Direction
By default the direction of extrusion is perpendicular to the Sketch profile or plane by clicking on this button. The direction can
be modified by clicking on a face, plane, edge or even a Line. To return to the default vector use the Space Bar when the
Vector Direction option is active.

Extrude From option
Define the beginning of the extrusion with following options:

•

From Profile option: Begins the extrusion from the selected profile;
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•

From Point: Begins the extrusion from the point defined by Info;

•

From a face, surface or plane: Initiates the extrusion from a face, surface or a work plane;

•

From an Offset: An offset distance is defined from the profile to initiate extrusion.

Extrude Up
Define the extrusion end condition with following options:
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•

According a Distance: Creates the extrusion according to a specified distance in the properties box;

•

Up to Point: Creates the extrusion up to a point specified by an Info;

•

Up to face, surface or plane:

•

According to a Mid Plane: Creates the extrusion with half the distance on each side of the Mid-Plane;
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•

Up to a Body:

•

Pass through a body: Creates an extrusion that passes through the whole Body. Active only in the Cut Extrude option.

Activating the Direction 2
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The second direction in the extrusion is opposite to direction 1 and has the same options of From and Up Extrude options,
seen previously. In the example below, two distances have been defined with different values.

+ - Body Operate option
Anybody can be selected by not being operated by the Feature Extrude. This option can be set in the Base
option as well as in the Cut option. On figure, there are 3 Bodies and the middle should not be operated.

Intersection Result option
If the Cut operation is active, only the intersected base volume can be choose as the result of the operation.
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+ - Add or Substract Profiles option
When two or more profiles exist you can alternate them as adding or substracting material.

•

•

Add profiles: There will be a sum of profiles.

Subtract profiles: After selecting the base profile (the circle below) the rectangle profile causes a volume
subtraction. This is the default option. This button reverses the result.

If we click on the Rectangle initially, this will become the base and the Circle will be removed.
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Bellows there are many examples of more the one profile operation. On the next figure the circle was first selected and then is
the basis profiles. The results on Boss and Cut operation are shown.

Others examples of possible results for the operations with multiple profile. The number 1 is the basis profiles:

2.17. Revolve
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Create a volume of a profile around an axis. Similarly to Extrude, Revolve has the following types:
•

New Body – Creates a new body

•

Boss – Adds material.

•

Cut – Removes material.

•

Surface: constructs a surface.

In these operations, we identify two elements: first the axis around which the revolution will take place and second the profile
to undergo revolution. These selections are made through the Rotation Axis button and Face or Profile button.
The Rotation Axis can be defined by clicking on sketch lines, 3D lines, edges of solids and also on faces.
Properties Box
The Revolve Properties Box can be accessed by the F5 Key.

After the parameters axis of rotation and profile are specified, choose the type of revolution.

One Direction: Inform the Angle around an axis in direction 1.

Two Directions: The revolution will be created for both sides of the profile. It is necessary to specify Angle 1 and 2.
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MidPlane: The revolve will be created according to the angle specified in the Angle 1 field. Half of this will be applied to each
side of the profile. If we create a revolve with an angle of 60 starting from the medium plane, 30 will be created on one side
and 30 on the other.
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Full: Complete revolution.

Features Revolution Examples:
Creating a toroid: Create a Circle with its center in the 0.10 coordinate and radius of 5 then specify the X axis (red) as the center
of rotation.
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Creating a curved body: Create a Rectangle in the origin by vertex with a length of 60 and height of 5 then specify one its lines
as revolution axis.

Use the circular face as the revolution profile and specify the line as the axis of rotation.

Revolution body created by through an open profile: Note as the rotation axis is coincident with the begin and end Profile
points a full body will be created.
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The others Revolve options are similar with already explained on the Extrude Feature operation.

2.18. Loft

Creates a volume between two or more profiles created in the Sketch or via the 3D curves, mainly splines. Can be following
types:
•

New Body – Creates a new body

•

Boss - Adds material

•

Cut - Removes material

•

Surface – Creates a surface

Profile definitions
Using this button to select the desired profiles. These features need a minimum of two profiles or a profile and a point.

Defining a Point as the End profile
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Managing the Connectors between the profiles vertex or belonging to profiles lines
The connector that binds the profiles can be managed through this option. Below are shown some examples how to edit or
create new connectors.
The figure below shows the default connectors assigned by the system.

On the next figure the connectors have been mixed to obtain another result.

Is also possible to create new connectors or change its position. To create a new connector, click on the profile points and
move the mouse onto its line. The position of the new element is created by clicking the mouse.

Is also possible to create a connector with an exact distance in relation to another. To do this identify a “reference” connector,
type a value which varies between 0 and 1, where 0.5 defines the profile’s midpoint. To allow values definition keeps the
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connector away from an existing vertex. The user can also type the Ctrl Key to position the point exactly over the next available
connector. To delete the connector select and type the Delete Key.

Return to the default Connectors definition
Returns the connectors arrangement to the system default connectors position.

Defining a Guide connection between the profiles
We can use a one or more sketches lines or 3D spline curves to define transition guides lines between the profiles.
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Important Considerations when Selecting Profiles.
The selection of profiles for the Loft should be defined cautiously, making sure that the vectors appear to be indicating the
same direction. Otherwise the Loft will have a different result or will not be executed. Except in some situations where it is
necessary to “twist” the profile.
In the example below, we use the profiles that should necessarily be with its vectors indicating the same direction.

Correct selection:

Incorrect selection causing an error in loft:
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2.19. Sweep

Creates a Feature where a profile follows a path. These can be of following types:
•

New Body – Creates a new body

•

Boss - Adds material

•

Cut - Removes material

•

Surface – Creates a surface

It is necessary to indicate the path and a profile.

Properties
The Sweep Properties box can be accessed using the F5 Key.

•

External and Internal Wall: Creates a wall with a defined thickness (solid type). It can be external (creates a wall on
the outside) or internal (creates a wall on the inside of the profile).

•

Open Profile Thickness: When creating solid models define by Open Profiles a thickness value can be defined. The
thickness can be External, Internal or Medium. To create an external profile, define a positive value, to internal one
specify a negative value and for both sides enable the Medium option.

•

Circular profile (radius): a circular profile is automatically created.

•

Maintain path: Do not delete the reference path after construction of the solid.
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Path
Define an open or closed path.

Profile
Should be defined in only one profile. The selection of profile should take into account following rules:
Open Profile
The Sweep surface profile should be at the Endpoint of the path so that the system doesn’t miss the references attached to it.

Not recommended profile

Correct profile position
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Closed Profile
The construction of a closed profile can be made at any point of the path and the profile should touch an imaginary line path
extension.

Also, whenever the sweep option is used in surfaces, the user should make sure that the profile is always in the
extremities of the path.

Wrong (can produce errors)

Wright

Helix Curve creation
There are following type of Helix Curve creation. All types can be also conical.

Constant Pitch
The helix is defined by indicating the Pitch and the number of revolutions.
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•
•
•

Pitch: is the distance between one fillet and another;
Number of Revolution: is the total number of “turns”;
Conical
▪ Angle: Conical angle.
▪ Internal or External.

Examples with reference circle of a 40 radius:

Height and Revolution number
The helix is defined by indicating the height and the number of revolutions.

Pitch and Height
The helix is defined by indicating the height and the Pitch.

Spiral
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Based on the reference circle, this function creates a spiral as if it were a flat helix.

Reference Circle
That is the circle or arc of reference for the helix creation. When an arc is used as a construction reference, the Space Bar Key
changes its initial point as shown below.
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The Ctrl Key changes its direction.

In both cases, the Tab Key has the function of changing the direction of construction of the spring.

Apply More
This button confirms the spring creation and returns for the Sweep configurations. In the process of return to the Sweep, the
path of the spring is automatically selected and the face profile is selected.
The Helix and the Sweep will be stored in the Feature List separately.

In the example above, the first spring was generated by the radius definition in the properties box. The second spring has the
same configurations, but a rectangle profile created via Sketch was used
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The helix command can also be used to generate twists with special profiles.

By clicking on Confirm

within the options of the helix curve options only the helix curve is created.

Observe the images below. On the left profile, there is contact between the profiles and the feature is not
generated. On the right figure, the profiles do not overlap and the feature is created.
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2.20. Fillet Creation

Create concordance in edges. The indication of these edges can be made in two ways: by Edge or by Face selection.

Face and Edge selection
Creates a Fillet based on edges or faces selection.

Properties:

Keep Features
Keep the Feature when this is overlapped or destroyed by a Fillet operation.

Back Fillet Distance
It is possible to change the smoothness of the Fillet when three or more faces exist within a common vertex.
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Fillet on 2 Faces
Creates a Fillet based on two faces which do not touch. It is important that the sides of this solid are closed the radius will fill
the cavity and join both faces. To set the fillet indicates Face 1 in the model then enable the Face 2 button and finally identify
the second face.
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With the Create chamfer option activated, a chamfer can be created instead of a fillet.

Fillet on 3 Faces
Create a Fillet between three adjacent faces.

Where, Side Face 1 and Side Face 2 indicate the reference faces and the Middle Face is where the radius will be created.
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Face and Edge definition
Enable the selection of faces and edges. An edge can be selected by just clicking on it:

When clicking on a face, all the edges belonging to this face will be selected:

The selected faces/edges/profiles will be listed on Entities Selections List Tabs. To edit
any entity select it in this list and type F5 to open the properties box. To delete them,
select the profile and/or face desired and type Delete. For the operation to be applied,
the Preview option should be disabled.

Propagate Fillet in Tangent Faces
This option is active by default. Also create the Fillet in the selected tangent faces. Disable this option to create the Fillet only
in the selected edge. Nevertheless, some operations may have errors because eventually it will be necessary to propagate the
fillet in the tangent edges.

2.21. Chamfer creation
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Create chamfer on Faces or Edges. These features follow the same rules of Fillets operation.
•

Define Face /Edge

•

Propagate in Tangent Faces

Properties

Distance
The chamfer is defined by one or two distances. If distance 1 and 2 were the same, we need to indicate the first one where the
angle would be 45⁰.

Angle
The chamfer is defined by a Distance and an Angle.

Keep features
Maintains the features present in the reference face of the chamfer.

Invert Chamfer
If we choose different values for the two distances of the chamfer, we can invert these values.
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2.22. Linear Pattern

Makes copies with a linear disposition. There are 3 types of patterns:
•

Pattern of Features : Enables Features selection by just clicking on the specific solid feature on the screen or
clicking on the feature direct on Features List.

•

Pattern of Faces: For instance, when a part is imported, it does not come with a Feature List which prevents the
user from selecting a specific feature. The only way to define patterns is by selecting body faces.

•

Pattern of Bodies: Enables the creation of pattern of Bodies.

Directions definition:
•

Direction 1 and Direction 2: Indicate the directions of copies.

Properties Box
When indicating the total number of copies the basis entity should take into consideration.
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Only Base: When this option is active, the copies will be generated based only on their first alignments without
propagation on other axis. On the figure shown the copy will look like an “L”:

: Specifies the space between each instance;
: Specifies the total space to be filled in by the instances.

To make a copy with two directions, enable the Direction2 button and its respective options in the properties box.
The copy with the Only Base option is only made when the definition of both directions has been made.

Direction 1 and 2
The copies can be made in one or two directions defined by the user. If we click on the direction 1 button, we enable the
selection of edges to indicate the direction of the copies. The same happens if we click on the direction 2 button.
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The vector direction can be changed by using the Tab Key.

Choose +- Instance copies creation
We can delete the creation of non-required instances. When this function is enabled, the instances will be displayed with a
green point. To avoid the specific instance creation click on this green point. To enable the instance creation back click on the
same point, which is now blue. It is possible to operate only on one instance at a time. To operate on more instances, we have
to enable the Indicate +- instance button once again.
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2.23. Circular Pattern

Make copies of the instances with circular disposition. Its selection types follow the same rules as the Linear Pattern.
•

Direction: Define the center of rotation.

Properties Box

Angle: Specify the angular space between instances.
: angle between each instance
: or total angle to be filled.
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2.24. Mirror Pattern

Create mirroring of instances.
•

Reference plane: indicate a face or a plane that will serve as the middle plane of the mirroring.

Combine: In the previous figure, a new body is created by applying mirroring. By applying this option both bodies will
combine and become one:

Delete base: Excludes the body base, leaving the result of the mirroring only. This option only applies to body
selection.

2.25. Move Feature
Move a body in one direction.
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The Ctrl Key enables the selection of the direction and Tab Key allows changing the direction of the operation.

The Visualise Collision option should be active if Movement Simulation with Collision test will be enabled.

2.26. Rotate
Rotate a body according to a reference axis. The Tab Key allows the inversion of the clockwise direction to the anticlockwise
direction of the specified angle. The Ctrl Key enables the axis selection. On the figure below the green axis represents the
revolution axis and the blue arc the direction onto this axis.

2.27. Scale
Scales the body to specified scale. The Ctrl Key enables the selection of the center of scaling.
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2.28. Shell Operation

Create a shell, becoming a “hollow” solid. We can apply different thicknesses to faces and
also define open faces. If we enable this function, the Face Shell button will automatically
appear active allowing two options to select faces:

Open Face definition: Define which faces of the part remains opened. In the example below, the open face was defined
as being on top.
Indicate Offset distance: Allows the definition of walls with different thicknesses.

Shell Body: Allows the selection of entire body to be operated with no open face definition.
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External Shell: Inverts the Shell thickness. Instead of constructing the wall in the interior, it creates it in the exterior side
of the part.

2.29. Faces Operation
This is used to translate or rotate one or more faces. The Tab Key inverts the direction. The F5 Key opens the Properties box
where we define the dimension of the Offset Face.
Face Translation
On the figure shown, the selected face was moved to the green direction.

Face Rotation
Create an inclination of the faces belonging to a model. To enable the selection of rotation operation type Ctrl Key. The
rotation axis can be an edge, a 3D line or a Sketch line.
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2.30. Combine Bodies
Combine bodies with followings options:
• Union: joins both bodies turning them into one;
• Subtraction: subtracts both bodies according to the indication given;
• Intersection: joins both bodies regarding to the intersection volumes.
A minimum of two different bodies is necessary to activate the Combine command. The first identified body will be the base
body. In the case of a subtraction, the remaining ones will be subtracted from this one.
Example 1:

Possible results:

Example 2:
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Possible results:
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2.31. Crash Test Definition

Allow the definition of collision (or crash) testing between Bodies or Faces during a simulation. The test will be done between
the entities of block 1 and block 2. According to the Configurations Box below there are 3 types of collision.

Using the two cubes below these types can be explained.

•

Interference: Analyses if one instance interferes/intersects with another. Note that the red part is partially intersects
with the blue part:
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•

Contact: Analyses the possibility of contact between two instances. Note the contact between the faces of the cubes:

•

Contention: Analyses the possibility of an instance contained another. Note that the red cube is completely inside the
blue cube:

We can individually test each condition, or test them together. When one of these conditions is found, the lines of the
instances will “lighten up” visually indicating the collision.

•

Assigning the occurrence of collision to a variable: Here a variable is defined which if a crash occurs a value of 1 is
assigned to. Then a logical condition can be used to test if during the simulation of movement the variable value
changes to 1. If this is affirmative, Messages, Tables access, etc can be defined to inform the crash to the user or to
carry a specific action.
Also checks type can be set:

•

If exist: It only set the occurrence of a crash to the defined variable;

•

The first one: Tests only the first time when a collision exists;

•

All: Tests every steps of simulation if a collision happens.

To view the collision, it is necessary to enable the Crash View option displayed in the translation, rotation and
scaling boxes as shown on the figure.
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2.32. 3D Dimensions
The Line Dimension is created via the specification of the lines/edges, straight lines or curves, and a point dimension is defined
via points (Infos: EndPoint, MidPoint, etc).

It has the same properties as the 2D Dimensions. These dimensions are also being able to be imported in the Drawing
environment.

Using the Tab Key, we can change the planes in which the Dimension will be created as shown below:

Once a dimension is defined you can edit it by typing the Ctrl Key plus selecting the dimension or right clicking on the mouse to
access the Dimension operations menu.

Once the dimension command is open its Property Dialog Box can be set with new parameters by by typing again the Ctrl Key.
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2.33. 3D Hole Command
The system provides the standard Holes creation as shown on the figure.

You can create holes on the 3D or in the Sketch environment.
Hole Creation on the 3D Environment
Specify the hole type and parameters then indicate the face or plane for the initial hole together with a center reference via an
Info parameter, for example.
Hole Creation on the 3D Sketch
On the Sketch you can define reference circles to be used as basis for hole creation. The Sketch Hole command becomes active
after a circle is created on the active Sketch. If the diameter parameter is set as zero (0) the system creates holes according to
these circles diameters. If a diameter value is defined all holes will be created with same diameter.

The Holes type are listed below.
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•

Flat Hole;

•
•

Drilled Hole: (termination with a 118 angle◦ broach pattern);

•

Fillet Hole: specify a Radius value;

•

Countersink Hole: specify the angle and distance of the Chamfer;
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The chamfer angle is defined by the edge of the hole in relation to the edge of the solid.

•

Trough Hole: Specify the end face;

•

Counterbore Hole: Define end face, Diameter 2 and the Length which refers to the depth of the reduction.
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2.34. Offset Projection

Error! Bookmark not defined.

Create offsets (copies) of the solid profiles or of curves (wires) in the 3D modules. 2

When selecting the Offset Projection Command, the Dialog Box will automatically open then specify its distance. The Tab Key
inverts the offset direction (according to figures 1 and 2). For both sides offset creation (according to figure 3) define the
Double Offset parameter and to create an offset onto another plane type Ctrl Key and choose the plane as indicated in figure.

2 These are curves created in the 3D environment
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2.35. Colour and Material Definitions
The default colour for solids and surfaces is defined in the Palette Colour Box. In the case of solids, the
colour will also be defined by the solid default colour area, located at the top right of the graphic area
as indicated on the right figure.

Colour definitions for faces and bodies: Allows to select a colour to the selected faces or bodies.
In the following example, a different colour was defined to the body faces.

Material: Allows to choose standard materials to apply to the model. This option is only valid in the bodies selection.
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These materials already have defined properties like: colour, density, resistance to traction, amongst others). These properties
are important in the model’s physical properties calculations, such as: Mass, Volume, etc.

Density: Define material density in this field if it has not been set in the list. The system calculates the solid’s physical
properties using this information. The Colour and Density options can be also be enabled.
Transparent body: Applies a transparent material to the selected body. This option is only active in the hidden-lines view
mode.

2.36. Physical Properties
To access the solid’s Physical Properties select the body in the list then click on the right mouse button to open the Body Menu.
The system calculates datas such as: mass, volume, inertias, etc. according to the bodies material specification. If it is not
specified the system assigns a material default value to them.
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Physical Properties
There are following information specified on the result dialog box property:
•
•
•
•

Mass
Area
Volume
Gravitational Center:

Inertial Properties
The model’s primary moment and its respective axis of inertia will be calculated.

Entity, Material, Density
If more than one body were selected, these will be displayed in this list.

If no material was defined for a
specific body, it will have a density of 1.00 g/cm^3 for its calculation as shown in the
figure.

Unit
Select following units:
•
•
•
•
•

Metric (g/mm)
Metric (Kg/cm)
Metric (Kg/m)
English (lb/ft)
English (lb/in)
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3. Assembly Environment
In the Assembly environment you normally insert components (also known as
Instances) which could be Parts and / or other assemblies and this type of approach is
named Bottom-Up Design.
You can also create Parts direct inside the Assembly this characteristic is named Part in
Context Creation or Top-Down Design.
To edit a Component just select his name on the Components List and click the mouse
right button to access the List of Instances Menu and choose Edit Component option.
On the same way, as in the Part environment, in the Assembly, Sketches sub-modules can be created and their geometries be
used as reference for Features operations. But the only type of operation possible is only Cut boolean operations.
There is also a sub-module named Exploded View environment
where exploded components views can be defined. This
enables the visualization of mounting and disassembling of Assembly components.

3.1.

Insert Component

Located in the left side tool bar, the insert component button allows the possibility to insert a part
(Part) or a sub-assembly (Assembly).
The first inserted part will be automatically inserted in the coordinate point 0,0,0.
Otherwise, an insertion Info point will be requested.

List of Components or Instances
By clicking over the Component Visibility Button
be hidden.

his visibility in the assembly can

The list can also be used to select a component and drag it as a new component to the
screen area. This component will be automatically added to the list.
The first inserted component/instance is called Base Component and is distinguished
from the rest with a visibility button in red, indicating that the part is fixed on the origin
point position.
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Considerations about the Components List
By selecting one of the parts and right clicking on the mouse, we can access its configurations menu.

Some functions are:
•
•
•

Open Part or Assembly: opens the component (part/assembly) to be edited on a new SolidFace application;
Edit Part in Context: opens the component (part/assembly) to be edited direct together with the assembly;
Physical Properties calculations, etc;

3.2.

Create Component (in Context)

A new component (Part) can be created inside the assembly. This is named as Part
in context or top-down design. Its main advantage is that construction references
(Info’s) are taken direct from the Assembly basis. There is no association
maintained between the assembly components and the Part in Context. By
modifying any Assembly components geometry the Part in context will not be
changed automatically.
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A component in context can be called located in the tool bar on the left side or by accessing the menu File • Create component
(in context).

The system will request a file and a name to save the newly created part. It will be saved with the .SLFPRT* Part extension.
The buttons to confirm or cancel the Part in context are located in the top left section of the graphic area.
•

Confirms the operation;

•

Cancels the operation.
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After closing the Part in context it will be saved as together with the Assembly components. To Edit the Part in Context again
only selects it in the list and open it in the Part in Context environment for editing.

The Creation of a Sketch inside the Assembly follows same rules already explained for the Part Environment.

3.3.

Assembly Mate Tools

Basic Concepts
When a component is inserted to the assembly, except in the case of the base part (first inserted part) insertion, its positioning
in any direction is completely free. The possibility to translate or rotate a component is known as degrees of freedom. There
are 6 possible degrees of freedom, 3 being linear (X, Y, Z) and 3 rotational (X, Y, Z), as shown in the figure.

The mates are assembly tools used to define the position of an instance in relation to other assembly components. When a
mate is defined in a component, one or more of degrees of freedom are eliminated. This is also called position restrictions or
constraints.
Before explaining the Mates operation it is important to describe the available tools according to the active Mate. These
buttons are located in the top bar of the graphic screen. Below are shown the available toolbars for Concentric and Angular
Mates.
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To Close or Cancel a Mate uses the buttons:
•

Confirm the mate

•

Cancel the mate

The Apply button

confirms the mate and maintains it active for a new Mate definition.

To define a Mate constraint indicate the first Component that will be translated and/or rotated according the Mate condition.
The second indicated Component is called base. This component operation will not occurs only if it has already restrictions or
already fixed degrees of freedom that avoids that positioning. In this case, the system tries to position the second/base
Component according the desired Mate.
The others Mate internal functions are:

Invert Mate
This option is active in all mate commands and similarly to the Tab Key, this button functions inverts the direction of the mate.
For example, when indicating both faces to be coincident, these will appear aligned according their face normal vectors. When
inverting the mate, these will still remain aligned but with a reversed sense direction.

This command has two states according their face normal vectors:
•

Alignment

•

Opposite
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Flip Mate
This option is active only when there is a definition of a value, like distance ang angle. Its inverts the distance signal between
faces. In this way, it is not necessary to indicate a negative value in the dialog box. The Ctrl Key acts as a shortcut option to this
button.
When a coincident mate is applied with a distance of “X mm” between the faces; by clicking on this button, the distance will
appear as “-X mm”. This means that the part will be aligned to be inside the other.

A Coincident Mate was applied with a distance of face 5 in relation to face 2. In the left figure, the distance is positive and is
negative on the right.
This command has two states:
•

Positive (default)

•

Negative

Invert Components
As explained by default the second selected components suffer the positioning. But you can force that the first component
receives the positioning.
Example:
The blue part is the base part (fixed) and will be the visual reference of the example. The axis and the plug have no restrictions.

We apply a Concentric Mate by first selecting the edge of the axis (first) and then of the plug (second/base). The axis will
dislocate in direction to the plug.
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By clicking on the invert instance button, the plug moves towards the axis.

Distance
This is active in all mates, with exception to the angular mate. This button allows the definition of a distance value. The F5 Key
displays the distance dialog box.
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Angle
Active only in the angular mate, this button allows the definition of the angle value.

Mates Types
The figure shows the Mates types, that are located on the left side of the graphic screen.

Coincident Mate
Its function aligns the faces or edges of the components. If 2 edges are selected on each component it results in the
elimination of 4 degrees of freedom. In the example on the first selected (blue) face should be applied a Coincident Mate to
the second (yellow) base face.

The table below shows the possible results:

Active Option
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Result

Active Option

Result

Angular Mate
The angle can be specified in three types of units GMS (Degrees, Minutes and Seconds), Dec (Decimals) or Rad (Radians).
In the example on the first selected (blue) face should be applied an Angular Mate to the second (yellow) base face. The 15⁰
angle was specified.

Active Option
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Result

Active Option

Result
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Tangent Mate
The tangency can be applied between cylindrical components or cylindrical and flat components. It doesn’t accept edges
identification. The Tangent Mate also allows the user to define a distance between components so that the dislocation
becomes perpendicular to the defined tangent.
In the example on the first selected (blue) face should be applied a Tangent Mate to the second (yellow) base face.

Active Option

Result

Active Option

Result

Active Option

Result
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Concentric Mate
Its function is to align the selected cylindrical axes faces components. If a circular edge is selected it causes a translation
constraint or restriction on this axis direction. That is if faces are selected it will allows an axially translation.
In the example on the first selected (blue) face should be applied a Concentric Mate to the second (yellow) base face. It’s also
shows the results when selecting edges instead of faces.

Concentric Mate on faces
Active Option

*

*

Result

* The concentric Mate of the faces does not accept the reverse.
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Concentric Mate on Edges
Active Option

Result

Active Option

Result

Active Option

Result
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Mates Tab List
The mates information can be viewed by clicking on the Mate Tab.

When clicking over a mate in its respective list, the faces belonging to it are
selected.

We can access its configurations menu by selecting the mate and right clicking over it. Also you can list Mates defined for each
Component.

3.4.

Linear Pattern
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Make copies of instances with linear disposition. Its selection types follow the same rules explained in the 3D environment.

3.5.

Circular Pattern

Make copies of the instances with circular disposition. Its selection types follow the same rules as in the 3D environment.

3.6.

Mirroring Pattern

Create mirroring in instances. Its selection types follow the same rules as in the 3D environment.
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3.7.

Others Assembly Commands

The remaining commands available for the Assembly environment operate in the same way as in the Part environment. They
are listed below:

•

Work Plane

•

Hole

•

Point

•

Offset Projection

•

3D Straight Line

•

Movement Simulation

•

3D Circle

•

Translation: Only use it after all the mates are defined over the component.

•

Multiple Lines

•

Rotation: Only use it after all the mates are defined over the component.

•

Spline

•

Colour, Transparency and Material

•

Collision Test

•

3D Dimensions

3.8.

Exploded View

You can create exploded views of the assembly to document the mounting and disassembly of the project, mainly to be
inserted in Drawing Documents. Have four direction options:
•

Translation in X;

•

Translation in Y;

•

Translation in Z;

•

Translation according a plane normal vector.
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Below an example of an Explosion result.

Select the desired component and defines a displacement value.
The buttons to confirm/close the Explode operation are located in the top left bar of the graphic screen.
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4. Drawing Environment
In the Drawing environment we add parts and assemblies created in the Part and Assembly environments. We can
generate views, cuts, details and define dimensioning. Moreover, we define the insertion of sheets or standard formats.
Another advantage is the possibility of creating bi-dimensional projects directly in the Drawing module without the need
of any 3D Component insertion.

The Drawing module operates with entities called Groups which we can organise information related
for different Drawing details. For example, creating a Group specific to inserted 3D Component (left
figure). Or even, defining that all information regarding to the electrical cables are created on a
specific Group layer named Electrical Disposition. That is, defining groups that contain details from an
electric part, another about a mechanical part of the project, etc. We can create any number of
groups, but only one will be Active and will be subject to modifications. The remaining Groups will be
termed as Passive and can be visible or hidden.
The Passive Groups cannot be modified but they can serve as Info reference inputs (like midpoint,
extreme, etc.) useful the Active Group. To Activate a Passive Group, we double click it. When a new
Group is created, it will automatically turns as Active Group. In the Operation of Groups chapter, the
aspects of the operation of these entities will be explained.
To create geometric entities in this environment, we follow the same commands and rules as in
Sketch.

The tools that are exclusive to the Drawing module are described on the next pages.

4.1.

Edit Menu

Cut, Copy and Paste Operations
These options are only active in Drawing and Sketch environments.
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The selected geometries and/or texts can be cut (Ctrl+X) or copied (Ctrl+C) to the transfer area of the Windows®data
(clipboard). These can be pasted right after (Ctrl+V) in another Group or even to another Project. The Paste option doesn’t
work for the same Active Group.

4.2.

2D Spline

In this module, the Spline is analytically created via a forced polynomial curve. In the 3D/Sketch module, the Spline is created
via a B-Spline3of the third order. Its Properties Box has followings options:
•

•

Offset:
▪ Left;
▪ Right;
▪ Double;
Maintain Base.

Polygonise Spline
Eventually, it may be necessary to operate a Spline as it was a normal geometry created by a sequence of tiny straight Lines. So
we can add chacteristics like hatching filling or for area calculation, etc. For this, the Spline should be transformed to this
sequence of straight line segments. This is available on the Menu function • Modify • Polygonise Spline.

Types of Polygonising
The total number of straight line segments generated depends on the resolution of the Polygonising chosen: Normal, Medium
or Maximum. The better the resolution, greater the number of generated elements, thus better the smoothness of the curve.
But the number of Line segments will also increase.

4.3.

Ellipse

3 A B-spline is a spline function that has very smooth curves.
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For an Ellipse creation there is a Property Box:

4.4.

2D Holes

Create holes on the surfaces, with or without hatching. The function automatically detects if the surface on which the
operation will take place is a hatched profile or not.
We can access its Properties Box by the F5 Key.

The holes commands, except for the Frontal Hole (shown below), have the particularity of demanding a Line base for its
operation.
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The types of hole generated are following:

4.5.

Axis

Create different axes related to a positioning point or referenced to a Line. The Tab Key reverses the direction of the axis
construction associated with a Line. The axes types are:
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4.6.

Line Attributes

Is possible to modify following attributes of a line:
•
•
•

Thickness: Thin, Medium and Thick 1, 2, 3.
Line type: Solid, Dash, etc.
Filling: Hatching, Colours and Images

The Standard Box of attributes is shown below.
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Lines
There are seven dash types available:

The dashed and dotted lines have the length of its points and dashes defined by the property box:

There are two ways to assign an attributes to a line:
• Default: All lines will be created according to the default attributes;
• Modification of its attribute by means of the functions described here.

Filling Attribute by Hatching, Colours and Images
The fillings are used to represent the details in cuts or for filling. These are associative and are considered as attributes of the
line.

Hatching Filling
Can be defined till eight (0 to 7) configuration patterns for Hatching, Colours
and Images, for each Group.
By clicking on the button,
number (0-7) is shown:

a box opens according to the active pattern

The hatchings properties are:
•
•
•
•

Types (0 to 19)
Distance
Angle
Thickness.

Everytime a New Group or a New Project is created there is a pre-set Default line attribute configuration.
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Below is shown an example of defining a circle hatching attribute.

1.Create a Circle.

2.Select it and by clicking with the right mouse button open the geometry menu.
Choose the function Edit attribute and assign a hatching attribute to the circle.

3.Create a second circle.

4.Now do the step 2 for the second circle.

If we copy lines to a specific position, their attributes will be transferred to these copies. Also when a specific profile with
hatching filling is modified, for example, inserting a fillet, the hatching attribute will be automatically assigned to the newly
created fillet arc.

Invisible Line hatching
If we want that a Dimension (located within a hatched area) not be intersected by the hatching lines, create an invisible line
around the Dimension and apply the invisible and hatching attribute to it.

Controlling lines Attribute via a Variable
The Define Variable button allows the parameterisation of the control of the attribute of lines. When used, the system
presents a Dialog Box informing the values that a variable should assume for each desired attribute. This is important when
according a certain condition a line attributes should be modified.
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Colours Filling
By clicking on the Colour button
a Colours Configuration Box is opened for the active pattern number. The colour palette
available depends on the Configuration of Standard Colours defined for the available graphic card. The colours can be
configured with a thousand possible combinations.
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Filling by Image
By clicking on this button

the Image Configurations box opens.

It is possible to insert five image extensions/types: JPG, BMP, ICO, GIF and WMF. In the \TEXTURES SolidFace subdirectory,
there are some image examples for filling. The box to define this type of filling is shown in the figure below

.

By using the Patterns... button we can access the images of default patterns. You can create a directory and save our own
filling patterns. Once done click on the Search... button to browse these images.
The image is a special type of filling that allows 3 basic forms of definition: Adjust, Stretch and Center. Imagine a profile, on
the figure below, which is to be filled with the image indicated:

Note that the image has a height in Y in relation to X, greater than the profile. The possible filling types are shown:
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Adjust
The image is adjusted according to the rectangular profile area.

Stretch
Notice that the image was distorted (Stretch) in X to be totally inserted.

Center
The image is centred according to its real size, with no distortion.

Scaling and Filling via Matrix
We can also improve the image quality by defining a matrix filling.

Colour Palette for Thicknesses and Groups Visualization
SolidFace allows 2 types of Lines and Texts visualization: According to the defined Thickness type (Thin, Medium and Thick) or
according to Groups (Number 0 (first) till the last defined). Depending on the active view mode, by Thicknesses or Groups, we
can change the colours associated to the Thicknesses/Colours (thin, medium and thick) and the Groups.
In any case, the user should identify the line which the colour should be changed. If the mode of active
view is by Thicknesses, the user will only be able to identify the lines belonging to the Active Group. In
case of modification of the colour of Groups, the user can identify any line belonging to any Groups
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Modify Thicknesses Colour
All the lines that have the same thickness attribute as the active identified line will be modified
according to the chosen colours. This will also include lines belonging to the passive groups. The
indicated colour will be shown automatically in the standard Colours/Thicknesses Box with 9
colours/thicknesses options.

Modify Group Colour
Identify the group (passive or active) in the List or in the screen area.

Removing Lines Filling Attribute
In the case of direct selection of one or more lines, the filling option of hatching, colours or images appears active. An attribute
of specific filling can be defined. If only one line is selected and filling option is turned disabled, the system asks: “Remove
filling for all the lines with this attribute?” If yes, then all lines with same attribute type will be changed for NO filling attribute.
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4.7.

Setting Lines Selection Types

You can configure the type of geometry to be selected. After selecting a line, open the Line Selection Menu, by right clicking
the right mouse button and choosing the Line Selection Type option.

Configure following types of selection:
•

•

•

Select only: when selecting geometry through a rectangular selection area the lines can be set to be selected
according to:
▪ Thickness: Thin, Thick, Medium etc.;
▪ Filling: hatching, colours and images;
▪ Dash: solid, dashed, Centerline etc.;
External or Internal Selection area:
▪ In: (default option) select all geometry that is contained (inside) in this area;
▪ Out: select all geometry that is outside this area;
Select All: select any type of geometry attribute.

Examples:
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With the options:
• Dash: Central Line
• Selection Area: Inside.

With the options:
• Dash: Solid
• Selection Area: Inside.

With the options:
• Select All:
• Selection Area: Outside.
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4.8.

Profiles Operations

The Operate profile Dialog Box accepts open and closed profiles with followings operation types:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Select Profile
Create Dimension
Calculate Area
Calculate Perimeter
Calculate Center of gravity
Create Offset
Modify Line Attribute

If Closed Profile (Auto) lines has any lines intersecting it the Check Intersection option can be activated in order to that point
of intersection be also be considered when calculating the profile.
Example 1:

If the Check Intersection option were inactive, the Profile to be created will be displayed as follows:
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If active, the following profile will be created:

Therefore, when this option is not active, only the lines which are joined to the vertex and that do not intersect will be
selected.
Example 2:
Operate closed profile function

:

Select the beginning of the profile as indicated:

Only the lower rectangular profile is selected without taking into account any intersection over it:

But if Check Intersection option is active

the results is:

Select the beginning of the profile as indicated, again:
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A first intersection point is detected showing 3 lines options on that point ( light blue):

By selecting the upper line, a new intersection point is found.

After selecting the lower line the profile result is shown below:

If the last example is repeated but now setting the option Operate Closed Profile AUTO function
Intersection option enabled

:

Select the beginning of the profile, on the internal area of the retangular profile :
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also with the Check

The entire internal part of the indicated line is automatically selected:

On the next pages are explained some examples how to operate profiles regarding the filling attributes
Creating an Island profile

Imagine one rectangular profile inside other as shown in the figure. To create a hatched profile inside another, we should
proceed in the following way:

Apply a hatched attribute in the external profile using the pattern number 0;

The result is:

Apply a hatch attribute in the internal profile using the same pattern number 0 now the result is:
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But if were applied an attribute with a pattern number different from 0, for instance the number 1, the result would be:

Remember, according to what we saw in the previous chapter, if different attributes were defined, for instance Colour
Image

or

filling attributes the result would be the same.

Profile defined with Different Patterns Types
See the following figure:

To apply different attributes for each side only define the desired type attribute for each profile. When choosing the first
profile line, be carefully not clicking in one line that do belongs for both profiles. On the example, the middle vertical line
should not be chosen as the first profile line identification.

Filling profiles with Same Image Pattern
In the example below imagine that there is already a simple rectangle defined with an image attribute filling. Then, using the
the Linear Pattern function create a total of 6 rectangles. All rectangles will have same attribute. Note, if this image is big
enough to be covered by these rectangles the result would be:
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But instead, imagine that the initial rectangle actually does not has any filling attribute definition and only after applying the
Linear Pattern, each of the rectangles was defined with different patterns numbers but with same image, the result is:

Remember everytime geometry is created, a predefined or default filling, dash and thickness attribute is automatically
assigned to that geometry but some functions have independent control of the default attributes patterns which are:
Rectangle, Polygon, Ellipse and Spline.

4.9.

Inserting Part or Assembly in the Drawing Environment

The Drawing environment allows the insertion of 3D model created previously in the Part and Assembly environment. Is
possible to insert different Parts or Assemblies model for each Group. To do this use Insert 3D Model button function:

The insertion options are:
•

Insert Part/ Assembly in a New Group: The new model will be automatically inserted in the newly created group.

•

Cancel Part/Assembly Insertion: Cancels the inserted model in the Active Group, removing all views, cuts and existing
details that reference this model.

•

Display Part/Assembly path: Shows the file path of inserted model.
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After the model insertion, following views type can be defined:
•
•
•
•

Insert a new view of the inserted model.
Projection View.
Section View.
Detail View.
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4.10. Insert a new 3D View
The inserted model can be visualized according to Simple or Multiple Views.
•

Simple: Only inserts one view type: frontal, top, bottom, posterior, left side, right side or isometric.

•

Multiple: Insert Multiple views.

To change the type of view orientation (First or Third Dihedral) define it on the Configurations• Dimension and
Texts• 3D model View.
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Style Types
The following styles are possible.

View Rotation

View Scale
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Import 3D Dimensions (ISO View)
Import 3D Dimensions defined on the Part or Assembly environment to a selected Isometric view. The dimensions created in
Sketch will be not imported.

Type the Ctrl Key and select the dimensions that will be shifted to the selected view.
Then right click and select the Move dimensions to view option.

Another way is by typing the Shift Key and dragging them to the desired view. In the example below, both dimensions of a
diameter in the frontal view were moved:
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If an Assembly component has a defined Exploded view the user should choose to insert a Normal or an Exploded view.

4.11. Projection View
Create a projection view of the selected view and can be create a projection in 3 ways:
•
•
•

According to an Angle
Automatic Horizontal or Vertical Projection
According to a Straight Line reference angle

Horizontal or Vertical Projection View
Is the default option. The view is shown according to the point mouse position.
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According to a defined Angle
In the example below, a view with a 45° angle is defined.
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According to a Straight Line Reference Angle
The view will be generated parallel to the selected straight Line. The view text annotation should be inserted before the
indication of the reference straight Line.

Indicating a View Text
Create a text and reference arrow. Below an example is shown according to the ISO Standard...

4.12. Section View
Create a section view of the selected base view according following types: total and partial. The created view is automatically
aligned to the base view. The construction of Multiple Lines for the section definition is automatically activated. In
concordance to the number of defined straight lines, the planes of cutting will be created. An example of a section using a
single straight line is illustrated below.
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Section View Options
•

Create section: Create sections where the section line cut surface is visualized according a defined visualization depth
distance after the section plane.

•

Partial section line: Create section planes that do not totally cross the model. By default the normal sections line are
always extended to the model limits. By activating this option, only the segment line will be considered for the section
view.

Invert direction: Inverts the section projection view direction. For instance, alternating from the bottom to the top view.

It is also possible to create compound

sections. The oblique surface is rotated until a single surface
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is obtained. This procedure is automatically executed and gets the name of rotation of oblique elements. The first line segment
defines the section angle view

Modifying section filling attribute
The filling section attribute can be edited in the List of Bodies/Components. For this, select a component in the list then right
click and select the 3D Model Section Attributes option and define the desired attribute. To define the section attribute the
same for all components, choose general option or individual type definition only for the selected components.

Choose the pattern number (0-7) different from the General or default options. Because you use same pattern number it will
also affect the general filling for all components.

Choose the pattern number (0-7) different from the General or Default options. Because if you use same pattern
number it will also affect the general filling for all components.

4.13. Detail View
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Allow the creation of an amplified detail view. As in the section view click on the reference view and choose this option. A
circle function will be promped to positioning the detail view. The Dialog Box is shown below.

Example of a detail in the 2:1 scale;

Change the position of the indication detail text by an angle defined in the text Angle field. A zero
value (default) indication will positioning it with an angle of 0° and an angle bigger defines a text
position on the anticlockwise direction. In the previous example was used a 300° position text angle.

4.14. Other View Operations
By right clicking the mouse button on a view opens a View menu. The move dimensions to view option already explained and
the Modify view angle (Orbit) functions can be called.
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Modify View Angle (Orbit)
Modifies a view angle by means of an Orbit operation by rotating the view to any angle. To rotate the view drag the mouse
with the left mouse button pressed. The occasional referenced views to that view will be automatically reprocessed according
to the new view angle.

4.2.

View Properties

The view properties can be modified any time. For do that double click over the desired view. This operation activates the
view function creation. The main Dialog Boxes options are:

•

User view angle (orbit view): After modifying the view via the Orbit function, you can return the angle to the default
angle by disabling this option.
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•

Break the viewing alignment: When creating a projected view an automatic alignment is created with its base or
reference view. If you move the base view, its projections will automatically be updated. But there are situations
where we would require that this alignment not to be kept in order that we can move the project view to any
position, that is, it breaks the reference to the base view.

4.3.

List of Commands

The chronological/topological sequence in which the data is created and saved is very important because the resources to
cancel and edit commands, and mainly the parameterisation and association of the geometric construction depend on it.
These steps or commands/features used to build the drawing/model are listed on the List of Commands (2D environment and
3D Sketch) or List of Features (Part and Assembly environment).

One of the main advantages of having access to the Commands List is the possibility of editing the commands. To do this, you
just have to double click on the line (2D environment and 3D Sketch) or on the feature face (Part and Assembly environment)
on the screen area. Also by double clicking over the command/feature direct on the list it will be promped to edit. If the
command do not allows edit it will be shown in inactive colour.
For example, consider the figure below, a Rectangle was created then it was operated by a Stretch function.
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The dashed area represents the Stretch result of the rectangle area.

By double clicking over any rectangle lines, the Rectangle Box creation will appear:

Choose one of Rectangle parameters to edit it. But to edit the Stretch command click on the option Operation.

Deleting Command/Features in the list
Normally on the 2D and 3D Sketch environments you can only delete all commands from (inclusive) the one indicated in the
List of Active Group or Active Stretch. But on the 3D environment (Part and Assembly) you can delete a specific feature or a
block of features defined internally on the Features list.

Repositioning of Commands (2D and Stretch)
There are some commands that can be repositioned within the List via the Group • Reposition command.

The parametric function of the Association with Tables, Variable with Question etc. types, must normally be repositioned to
the beginning of the list so that the geometric parametrical conditions in which these commands are executed can be
processed after that function.
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The repositioning of individual (2D/Stretch) commands is possible for those that do not affect the data structure. These will be
indicated with an active colour. This operation is used frequently in the following types of commands:
•
•
•
•

Association with Tables, questions and variables;
Inserting comments in lists, messages or texts with questions;
Logical conditions;
Movement simulation function.

Commands List Process or Rebuild
This operation reorders the structure of the system data, correcting or avoiding inconsistencies that can compromise the
geometric construction.

Insert Comments in the List
It is activated via the Group • Comment in list menu. Allow us to document the steps taken for the development of a
geometric construction or definitions used in a parametric construction.

4.4.

Management and Operation with Groups (2D Environment)

The Groups are ways of organising details or parts of a design as if each one were placed over another in sheets of transparent
paper.

The Active Group is one where the geometries or dimensions are being created, edited and actually saved in the list. The
Passive Groups are all other groups that exist on that moment. They named as passive because they do not suffer alteration
when a command is executed. The operations referring to the Groups are accessed via the Group menu.
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The passive (group) geometries, dimensions, texts, attributes, etc can be viewed and used only as reference for the geometric
Information for the construction of the Active (group) Geometry. This referenced passive geometry does not have parametric
or automatic association with the created active entity. If this passive geometry is edited after activating the passive group
where it belongs, this new result will not affect the construction of that reference. Therefore, the parametric association will
only occur when the referenced elements belong to the same (active) group.

Create Group
Create a new group via the Group • Create Group menu.

Group Activation
• Through the Graphic Screen
The activation of a Passive Group to Active is done by double clicking over one of the lines/texts belonging to the desired
group.
• In the Groups List
The activation is done by double clicking the desired group on the list.

Rename Group
Rename the Active Group, facilitating the identification of the different groups.

Cancel Group
Cancel a Passive Group.

List of Groups
To manage the Groups you can select and right click on it and an options menu will be opened. This menu varies according to
the active visualization and with the selected group type. If the visualization of the graphic screen were done by Groups
(instead by Thickness), the group colour can be modified.
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The visualization of the groups can also be activated or deactivated by clicking on his view box in front of the group in the List
of Groups.

Advantages of the Division the Drawings in Groups
With the division of the general drawing in subsets (groups), these subsets can be viewed separately. This allows a more
comprehensive analysis of the individual components of interrelated projects.
When all groups are being viewed, it is possible to configure the visualization of the work area to use a different colour for
each group. Besides, the groups with similar content can be configured to represent the same colour, facilitating its graphic
visualization.
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Also the user can only work with the Active Group and the Passive ones that are really important at a specific moment, leaving
the remaining groups to be invisible. This speeds up the graphic regeneration (zoom, pan etc.).
Each group has independent configurations. With this, detailing of a specific part in a group can be created by using different
dihedral, sections views, configurations or different colours.
When inserting 3D models to 2D Drawing model you can insert any number of 3D model and the only request is that each 3D
model should be inserted in different groups. This allows a fast way of reprocessing and regenerating these 3D views models
on the Drawing environment.

4.5.

Group Optimization (2D/Sketch)

The continued modifications in the projects can generate an extensive Commands
List. When this happens in some special cases the design rebuild can turns slower.
To speed it up access the Group • Optimize group menu that converts the
operations created in the Active Group to one commands named Block of entities.
But be aware that the optimization operation cancels the parameterisation of the geometric entities, the definitions of the
variables and the definition of the profiles for the numerical command which is irreversible.

4.6.

Managements of Groups

Located in the right side Tool bar has functions to manage the groups entities.

4.7.

Operations with Passive Groups

The operation functions only act on the geometric entities plus the
dimensions/texts selected in the Active Group. This is why to operate
different elements of Visible Passive Groups use the functions
described here. In this case, the Passive Groups to be operated are
defined via a in/out rectangular graphic area or to all Visible Passive
Groups.
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This option should be used carefully because it does not allow the Undo function 4.

4.8.

Texts Creation

Single Text
A text is a set of characters defined by the following parameters:

•
•
•
•
•

Thickness
Font type
Angle: orientation of the text relative to axis X.
Scale: height (size) of the text. If this parameter is zero, the text will be shown with the height/scale defined by the
general scale or yet according to the temporary scale of the active group.
Positioning: left, right, center or through 2 points.

To define more than one line of texts, use Multiple Texts function, explained later.
Besides Normal/Standard Texts it also can be defined as one of these 2 types: Table Text or Question Text.

•

Table Text

4 Undo. (Ctrl+Z)
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When the Text is defined with @TXTTABnnn also known as the Table Text variable the result depends of the information
defined by this internal text variable @TXTTABnnn. His content is defined in Tables or functions that operate this type of text
variables. The system fills the editing area with “@TXTTAB000:” i.e., with the text variable number 000. The variables number
range varies from 000 to 999. The content (if defined) of this variable is defined after the separation character “:” (colon). The
@TXTTABnnn variables are basically set by 3 ways:
▪
▪
▪

Manually redefine the @TXTTABnnn content.
Define a @TXTTABnnn question function to fill the text information.
Set by external Tables that have @TXTTABnnn definitions.

Question Text function
Allow the definition of a content (or answer) text associated with a question. This command consists of a Question separated
by the “:” (colon) from the default answer. If we enable this option, the editing area will be filled with “?:” (question mark and
colon). We should indicate a question before the separating character. If desired, a default response can also be added after
the separating character.
This function is of high importance when sheets information needs to be added to the design.
Example:
▪
▪
▪

Designer’s name?:
Which part is planned?:
What is the part code?:

When the function definition is required, the user can indicate default answers for questions like:
▪
▪
▪

Designer’s name?: Peter
Parts's name?: Plug
Part's code?: B01

Mirrored Texts
This type of text is inactive in the Drawing environment. The text can be mirrored to be used on Extrusion (3D) features
operations. It is only present in the Sketch environment.
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Multiple Texts
To create texts in more than one line use the multiple texts function. It contains 3 tabs that can be used to edit, format and
define text as tables.

Edit Tab
This tab works as an editor. Copy or paste selected texts using the Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V options of the Windows® standard. To
insert the special symbols, position the cursor in the desired column and click on the Symbols button, where the box shown
below will open (will be explained at a later one in the special dimensions elements chapter).
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Format Tab
After edit, the text should be formatted. Select the desired lines and define the type of text, scale, position etc. To confirm click
the Apply button.

Table Tab
To construct a Table from a defined text in the Edit area, we demarcate the sequence of characters for each column of the text
lines using a Separator that can be: comma, point - comma or Tab.

Table Length
The text is created as tables. For instance, if we create a Table with 3 columns, the default spacing will be the same between
them. To have different spacing for each column indicate a value in the first definition line of the Table (Format Tab) which
controls the spacing for each column. This is done by indicating it with a format type character (#N), where N is a defined
value for the column in relation of its percentage related to the total Table length.
Better explaining if the Table should have four columns and the spacing values for each column respectively are defined as:
(#7), (#42), (#7) and (#44). The first column will have a 7% spacing in relation to the total list length. The next one will have
42%, thus successively. This indication a dimension because it only defines a percentage in relation to the Table length or in
relation to the total sum of the spacing defined for each column. Note that in this example, the sum of spacing values of each
column is equal to 100, defining a percentage ratio.
You can also define values without a direct ratio in percentage. For example, to create a Table with four columns with the first
two columns having double the length of the remaining two columns define the spacing as: (#2), (#2), (#1) and (#1). The
system will calculate the percentage according to the total sum of the columns, the first two will be 2/4 (50%) and the last two ¼
(25%) of the total length.
When the spacing between the columns is the same, we define a spacing ratio (#n) only for the first column and the remaining
ones will follow the same pattern.

Example:
In the Edit Tab insert the text lines:
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In the Format Tab is inserted a 180 value for the length of the Table and the Table page is configured as shown below.

The result in the graphic screen will be:
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4.9.

Dimensioning

Despite a dimension is composed of various entities elements its is considered as a single construction entity.

Visualization Dimensions according to the DIN or ANSI Standards
The dimensions will be visualized according to the defined standard. On the DIN Standard texts are always shown aligned with
a dimension line and on ANSI Standard texts are viewed horizontally, regardless their inclination in the dimension line.
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Individual Configuration of Dimensions Properties
Access the individual configuration box of the dimension in two ways:
•
•

Directly: by typing Ctrl during the dimension construction (before defining its position); or
Indirectly: by double clicking on the dimension on the screen area.

It is possible to define 0 to 5 decimal fraction digits to be viewed in the Dimension value. The shown value is always round to
the last digit.

When an Angular Dimension is created the available unities options are:
•
•
•

Decimal
GMS (degrees, minutes and seconds)
Radians

Modifying Dimension Text
The text dimension can be one of the followings forms:
•

Value: (default) presents the numerical value of the calculated measurement.

•

Text: indicate a text.

• Variable: Indicate a variable name associated with the parametric value of the dimensioned measurement. By using
the +-Visualize • Dimension Variable command, interchange the visualization between the display of the numerical
value of the dimension or display the variable/expression name, here defined. If the variable value is not the same as
the calculated dimension value, the system will display a message “Variable Value: XXX, incoherent with the calculated
value: DDD”.
•

Prefix; Suffix: a prefix and/or a suffix can be added to the dimension value or text. To add a prefix just indicates it in
the edit area. The same procedure works for when adding a suffix but we should begin with the”;” (semi colon)
character. This character is also used to separate a suffix from a prefix when they are used together. For example, if
we wished to indicate a prefix text “Radius= ” and a suffix text “ (Nominal)” in a dimension define: Radius =;
(Nominal). If the value is 20 the result would be: Radius = 20 (Nominal)

•

Scale: modifies the scale of the dimensioned value.
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Text Separation in Two Lines
To force a second line of text it should be separated by indicating a || (double slash) character.
To create a dimension with a prefix and suffix on the second line, separate them with a“;” (semi colon) and separate the prefix
and the suffix using the “; ||” (semi colon followed by double slash).
The figure bellows shows a resume of text dispositions:

Types of Dimensioning
Basically, there are three ways of dimensioning: Line Dimension, Points Dimension and Profile Dimension. To create a
dimension select the lines to be dimensioned and the calls the Dimension or opens the Line Dimension function and then
select the desired entities (line or points). The Profile Dimension is done using the command: Operate Profile.
If more than two lines or points are indicated, a Multiple Dimensions type is created.

4.10. Lines Dimensions
Line Dimension
The default is parallel dimension. Type X Key for Horizontal, Y Key for Vertical and P Key for according Endpoints.
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Two Lines Dimension

Angular Dimension

The angular dimensions types can be configured by typing the F5 Key when the function is active.

Arc and Circle Dimension
When a Circle or an Arc is identified there are various options of dimensioning. These are shown in the Properties Box
activated by the F5 Key.
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•

Direct:

•

Extended:

•

Positioning:

•

Internal:
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•

Display the radius value option: Displays the radius value of the circumference.

Two Circles Dimension
According to the position of the mouse during the dimensioning of two circles, the result can be different.

Multiple Lines Dimension
When more than two lines are selected or identified, a series of interconnected dimensions are created, which represent a set
of dimensions named Multiple Dimensions. This type of dimension only operates with 2D or Sketch geometric elements.
The Properties Box can be activated via the F5 Key.
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▪

Aligned (standard)

▪ Spaced
If the value specified for the spacing is zero, this would be considered as the default value in the General Dimension
Configuration.

▪

Sectioned

▪ Partitioned
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• Accumulative
By enabling this function, the dimensioning will only be done by single lines. Having two options:
▪

Aligned

▪

Top

Zero Point Definition
This option is only valid for the accumulative dimension. The first line indicated for dimensioning is considered by the system
as the initial reference or zero. But if needed you can define a reference line or point for the Zero position.
In the figure below, we indicate point 3 as the Zero reference.
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If the text scale is increased the dimension will be automatically be recalculated to avoid collision, according to the figure
below

The positioning of the dimensions can also be changed manually. For this, double click on the set of dimensions desired and
use the Space Bar to position it as desired.

4.11. Points Dimension
Create a dimension according to the specification of two points via Info’s. The Ctrl Key can also enable the individual
configuration. To visualize all Points dimension types type the F5 Key.
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Multiple Points Dimension
A multiple points dimension is created when more than two points are specified. Its configuration can also be accessed via the
F5 Key. It follows the same conditions as the Multiple Lines Dimension.

4.12. Profile Dimension
It is possible to generate a multiple dimension from an Open Profile this option is accessed via the Properties Box of the
Profiles Operation function

.

The generated profile dimensions can be edited or modified individually:tolerance, position, the reference point
zero etc., in the same way as in Multiple Dimensions Lines and Point.
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4.13. Options to Edit Multiple Dimensions
Delete of Individual Dimensions
One or more dimensions can be selected and deleted using the Delete Key.
Addition/Insertion of a New Individual Dimension
Select the dimension and if right click on it, then select the Add Multiple Dimensions.

Separate Dimensions in Two Sets
Depending on the quantity of the lines or points, some dimensions can appear to be superposed. To avoid this, a set can be
separated in two other independent ones allowing a better uniform distribution.

Create a New Set from an Existing One
The need for dimensioning a sequence of points or lines horizontally and another sequence vertically, is quite common in
accumulative dimensions. This function creates a new set of multiple dimensions from the same reference points or lines and
according to a new defined angle.
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4.14. Dimensions and Texts Scale
Control the height of the texts (dimension and normal text) and also the dimensions scale of arrows, terminators, etc.

The scale is defined by the General Scale of the Active Group or by the Temporary
Scale defined on the Dimensions General Properties. To modify the scale of a selected
dimension, dimension element or text, right click and select Modify Dimension/Text
Scale option.

4.15. Dimension Entities
Create various types of dimensions entities like: arrows, points and circles; that have same attributes of texts and dimensions.
These elements are used to indicate centres of holes, attributes position, tolerance, finish surface information, etc.
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4.16. Text with Terminator
These are elements that have an indicative text to help design documentation and can contain terminators of following types:
arrow, point, data or Line. Its position can be made by 2, 3 or 4 points.

The Symbols button, present in the edit box of texts, opens the following set of Symbol buttons:

Geometric Tolerance of Shape and Position
The ANSI symbols allow a concise medium of geometric characteristics specification. The Symbols should be combined with
notes when required by the geometric entity.
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Symbols of Geometric Characteristics

Text
Indication

Symbols of Geometric Characteristics

Text
Indication

Straightness

\A

Flatness

\B

Circularity

\R

Symmetry

\J

Cylindricity

\D

Position

\K

Profile of Any Line

\E

Concentricity

\N

Profile of Any Surface

\F

Circular collision

\O

Inclination

\G

Total Collision

\Q

Symbols of Geometric Modification

Text Indication

Perpendicularity

\H

Parallelism

Symbols of Geometric Modification

\I

Text Indication

Maximum material condition

\M

Projected tolerance

Minus component size

\S

Arc Length

\U

Minimum material condition

\L

Diameter

\p

\P

When the Symbols for position and shape tolerance were indicated, a field separator between the various indications is
necessary:
Separator Symbols

Text Indication

Field separation indication

\s

Double line text and fraction

\T

Using these symbols, we assemble the tolerance box required. Its representation is given as shown in the following example:
\K \s \p 0.05 \M \s A \M \s B
Results the following graphic:
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4.17. Dimensions and Texts General Configuration
This button is located in the right side of the graphic area. The configurations options are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions and Texts
Attributes
Colours
Personalize
Line Selection Type
Toolbars Visualization

Dimensions and Texts
The Dimensions and Texts configuration has four tabs.
•
•
•
•

General
Font and Type of Dimensions
Visualization
3D model views (only in the Drawing module)

The Default field is present in all the tabs of this box. It has two options:
•

Restore: Retrieves the default configurations for the active tab.

•

Save: Saves the modifications defined in the tab so that this saved
configuration will be active whenever a new group or new file is created.

General Tab
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The following options can be configured:
1.

Scale of dimensions and texts
▪ General Scale: controls the height of all the texts and dimensions in the active Group.
▪ Temporary Scale: To activate a temporary scale, define a value different than zero. The main reason of having the
Temporary Scale option is because of the fact that only one General Scale of Dimensions can exist in the Active
Group. This situation does not happen in Texts, where scales can be individually defined. In this way, if we wished
to view some Dimensions with different scales then that defined for all group, we could define a Temporary
Scales.

Every time a Temporary Scale is activated or deactivated, a command is saved in
the list. From this position all created dimensions and texts will have that scale
value.
When a new project or a new Group is created, the Temporary Scale always
remains deactivated. Its value is zero.
The Temporary Scale value can be a variable, which is interesting when working with parametric designs, on this way the
dimension or text scale varies according the parameterisation.
2. Multiple Dimensions Spacing according to the distance x scale (height of texts)
Define a value according to the active scale of dislocation of the texts of Dimensions, if collision exists. In the case where it is
accumulative, we can define spacing in two axes, as shown in the following figure:

3. Spacing of multiple dimension
Defines a spacing distance value for Multiple Dimensions.
4. Considering the center of arcs and circles in the profile dimension:
When creating Multiple Dimensions from an Open or Closed Profile, the centres of Arcs and Circles contained in profiles will be
considered.

Center of arcs as reference points of dimensions
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5. Spacing between Multiple Texts
If not 0 defines a spacing distance value of normal Multiple Texts.
6. Radius/XY Indication in the accumulative dimensions
Display of the accumulative Multiple Lines Dimensions with radius values for Arcs and Circles and the indication of the X or Y
character prefix in horizontal or vertical dimensions points.

Display of the X prefix and the Radius value.

Font and Type of Dimensions Tab
Various attributes that control the Dimensions display defined in the Active Group are configured. When the modification of a
specific parameter is applied, all the dimensions belonging to the Active Group will be reprocessed with this new configuration.

1.

Font
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The text font for the dimensions belonging to the Active Group can be of the type: Normal Mono (mono spaced), Normal (not
mono spaced) and True Types fonts. SolidFace reads all True types fonts available on your machine.
2. Maximum digits in the decimal fraction
Controls all the digits presented after the comma in the dimensioning of dimensions and in the tolerance value.
To specify the dimensions, the user can choose between zero and five digits and for the tolerance values, between zero and six
digits.

On the Individual Dimension Configuration box of a specific dimension a number of digits can be defined for the
Dimension valid only for that specific dimension. When the indication is Def=1 (default), it means that the number of
digits to be considered is defined in this field.

3. Terminator
The available terminators are: closed arrow, open arrow, Fill arrow (with filling), point, dash and no terminator.

4. Dimension in
The dimension can be visualized in many units, regardless of the system active unity.

The following figure shows the dimension presented in inches, decimals and millimetres (option mm/in).
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Given below is the same dimension after changing the configuration for inch (1/64...).

5. Thicknesses
A dimension is composed of a Text, Tolerance and construction entities. It is possible to indicate a different thickness for each
of these entities.
6. Fill decimal fraction with Zeros.
Fill the decimal place after the comma with a zero digit until the maximum fractional digits have been reached.
• Dimension and Tolerance
Complete the decimal places with zeros.

7. A Unity Indication
Allow the display of the active work unit.

7. b Italic Text
Below are shown italic and a normal text.

8. Centring of dimensions
Center all texts dimensions defined on the active group.

9. Central line
Creates a central line.

10. Fraction indicated by Point or a Comma
Define the point or the comma character as a separation between the real part and the fractional part.

11. Text in Dimension Line
Define if the display of the dimension text will be shown over or between the dimension lines.
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12. Positioning according DIN/ANSI standard
The DIN standard (align texts with the dimension line), shown on the left figure below and the ANSI standard (aligns texts in
the horizontal position).

Visualization Configuration Tab
These options constitute “fine adjustments” in the appearance of dimensions. The values indicated in the editing area of the
various control parameters depend on the active general or temporary dimension scale.

1.
2.
3.

Control the dimensions entities scales;
Tolerance;
Terminators.
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3D Model View Tab
This tab defines the configurations with respect to the projections, sections, etc and indications related to the inserted 3D
Model Views:

1. Projection type
Configure the 1st Dihedral and the 3rd Dihedral when calculating a view projection.

2.

Position of the text in the view
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3.

Indication of the section view text

4. Annotation text
Controls the height of the annotation texts, like: view indicator texts, section indicator texts and auxiliary view indicator
texts. The default factor is 1.4 (multiplied to dimension scale). In the following example, the left figure has a 1.4 factor
(default) and on the right has a factor of 4:

5.

Position of the section text line
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4.18. Configuration of Attributes
Allows the configuration of dash type, filling attributes and colour of the lines to be constructed in the Active Group or for the
default configurations for new Groups.

Colours Configuration
Configure colours for: graphic background, lines profile, Centerlines, hatching etc.
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1.

List of Entities and Colours
Shows the entities list with its respective colours.

2.

Colours patterns
There are 3 possible default colours configuration:
• Light background;
• Black background;
• White background and black colours.

3.

Default colours configuration for New Drawings
• Restore: Read the default configuration.
• Save: saves the active configurations as default.

4.

Colour Definition
Selects the desired entity and choose its colour.

5. System Operation Customization
The configuration items are:
•
•
•
•
•

Shortcuts.
Toolbars.
2D Operation.
Files management.
General configuration.
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Toolbars
The available toolbars can be configured using the tab below.
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2D Operation
Some conditions of operation of the system and of commands can be preconfigured. These definitions are still valid even when
creating new projects.

This tab is slightly different in the Part module. Its name changes to Sketch and has some options removed as seen below.

3D Operation
Only present in 3D environments allow the configuration of features and commands operation.
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File operation management
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General Group Configuration

Configure the operation characteristics of the system such as: active display type, cursor type, work unit etc.
•

Graphic Displays of 2D entities
The 2D graphics elements can be displayed according:
▪ Thickness:Thin, Medium and Thick;
▪ Groups: Groups definition
▪ Thicknesses+Groups List: According to its Thickness and the list of groups will be visualized according its
colours.

•

Cursor Type
Normal and Extended.

•

Circ/Spline Resolution
Allows users to choose the circles/curves smoothness.

•

Work Unit
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Drawing Work Unit.
Millimetre;
Centimetre;
Metre;
Inch;
Feet.

•

Link CAD/CAM
Defines the Link type between SolidFace (CAD) and CAM Softwares.

•

Grid Control
Can be Normal or Isometric types.
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•

Temporary Model Backup
Auto Save after commands (0 = Without Auto Save)
Automatically saves the drawing after a number of storable types commands are created.
To avoid Auto Save defines a value of zero. SolidFace File Extensions types are:
▪ Drawing: *.BAKDRW
▪ Part: *.BAKPRT
▪ Assembly: *.BAKASM

6. Creating and Inserting Sheets/Formats to Drawings
The sheet is always added in a new empty group. The system calculates maximum to fit the drawing inside the sheet area
definition.

Creating Sheets drawings
The first step to define a sheet drawing that consists in creating the desired sheet format (A0, A1...) using 2D entities like: lines,
definition of hatched area, texts, etc. The use of dimensions or dimension elements is not allowed when creating sheets.
The sheet can also contain graphic information/filling, that is *.bmp and *.jpg types images. Remember, when creating
rectangles or by using profile operation functions an image can be filled in an area.
The second step is creating texts that when this sheet is added to a drawing the user receives prompts to fill in the sheet
specific fields. By using the Text with Question command, we define the text-response for a question. Supposing that the
name of the project manager has to be filled in in a specific position, angle or scale. By using this command, you can define, for
example, the following question: “What is the name of the project manager?” If pre-defined the system could present a
default answer like: “Lucas Lima”. The user can confirm it or change it. After confirming the text will be inserted in the defined
position as normal text. This shown in the figure below.
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In the example above, the texts in blue represent the default answers for the question texts functions. The texts in grey
represent the normal standard texts.

Saving a Sheet drawing as *.SLFTPL extension to be inserted in Drawings
After the sheet drawing is created activate the File • Sheet • Define command and define the rectangular area where the
drawing should be inserted. The sheet will be saved in the desired file with the SLFTPL extension.

Inserting the Sheet (*.SLFTPL) to Drawings
After the sheet is saved it can be added to a drawing. Access the File • Sheet Operation • Insert. If the active group isn’t
empty, a new group is automatically created and the new sheet is create on it. The next step is the rectangular area definition
that will be enclosed by the sheet rectangular area. Below is shown a definition of a rectangular involving the drawing.
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The result is shown below:

Automatic Sheet Insertion
We can configure the automatic sheet insertion trough the Configurations • Personalize option:
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In the 2D Operation tab enables the option: Add template when creating a new Drawing:

By enabling this option whenever a new Drawing is started the defined sheet will be automatically inserted.
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7. Additional Resources

7.1. 2D Parts and Symbols Libraries
Designs that have repeated details are frequent in projects. You can create these geometries on specific folders or libraries.
These 2D libraries can then be inserted in drawings. On the 2D Environment these entities are known as 2D Parts and Symbols.

Defining a 2D Part
By clicking on Define Group as Part, all the existing geometric entities in the Active Group will be converted into a 2D part.
Define a reference point and a folder and name with a SLFDLB extension. This type of library entity is important because all
parameterisation will be active when it is inserted in a new drawing. Thus you can build parameterised libraries for any type of
use.

Defining a Symbol
Different than 2D Parts, Symbols are created via a selected geometric entity and/or dimensions. After selecting the entities
click on Define Selected Entities as Symbol.
In contrast to the Part, the symbol does not maintain the original parameterisation. When it is inserted in another drawing, the
geometric entity is converted for the Line, Arc and Circle elements. Therefore, the original commands created for the definition
of the geometric entities will be lost. The dimensions and texts maintain the original (command) consistency, which can
normally be manipulated in the Commands List.

Insert 2D Parts and Symbols
When we click on Insert part/symbol, the last used folder will open.

Various options to control the addition of Parts and Symbols in a group can be preconfigured.
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Indication of the Part/Symbol in the List of Commands
When a 2D Part or a Symbol is inserted its references commands will be listed on the Group Command List.

The 2D Parts or Symbols are numbered according to his group inclusion order. The first one is defined as Part 0, the second one
Part 1, successively. The maximum number per group is 100.

Disassociate Dimensions from inserted Parts
To operate (Move, Rotation, etc) parametric Parts that contain dimensions, we should disassociate them previously. This
means that we should break the internal link between the Parts and the dimensions using Part • Disassociate Dimensions
from Part command.

7.2.

Variables Creation

Define variables when the construction is subjected to variation. This is named parameterisation because you don't assign
fixed values when defining parameters (distance, angles, etc) for geometric functions. Instead of that use variables or
parametric expressions.
For example, we create a plug with a fixed length, but the external and internal radius were defined using variables,
respectively, re and ri.
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The external radius (re) was defined as twice the internal radius (ri).

Creating Variables
Variables are created using the command Variable • Create and it can be defined with fixed values or a
mathematical/parametric expressions. Parametric Expressions are those where the numerical value of the variable depends of
another variable or expression. The variable names are case sensitive being the names: COMP, Comp and comp defining 3
different variables.
The maximum size for the name of the variable is 16 characters. The first character must be a letter, except in the case of
global variables which should begin with the _ (under line) character.
On the example, below, two variables were created:
A Variable name a with a Value of 5:

A Variable name b with an Expression (a+10):

In this way, the value of b will be 15. When changing the value for a, the value of b will also change according to its parametric
expression.

Variable Edit
Allow the user to modify its numerical value or expression used to define it. Double click over the variable in the list to edit it.
On the figure, the value/expression of variable a was modified to 2, thus, the variable b changes to 12.
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Hierarchy definition of Variables
The definition of variables and its expressions will follow a chronological order or creation. In the case of the modification of
the expression of a specific variable, it would not be able to contain a variable defined chronologically after it.

Renaming a Variable
Renaming a variable cause automatic substitution of all its occurrences within the variables expression and in the Commands
Lists.

Global Variables
A variable can be defined as Global when it is not only available for use in the Active Group where it was defined but also be
used in any other Groups. A Global Variable is defined in the same way as a standard Variable by means of the Variable •
Create command. To create a Global Variable define it with a prefix character '_'. In this way, we could create a Variable
COMP (used only on his group) and another Global Variable _COMP (that can be used in any group).

Associating a Variable with Distance Information (VADIS)
Allow the association of a variable with a distance between two points. The calculated distance can be following types:
• Absolute
• In X
• In Y
• In Z (Part and Assembly)

And its presentation in the list will be:
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Associating a Variable with Point Information (VAPT)
Associates two (2D) or three (3D) variables with a point, one being for the X coordinate and another one for the Y coordinate;
or X, Y, Z in the Part environment.
For example, defines the variable a for X and b for Y.

And the point is at the Endpoint shown in the image:

Note that a and b will take the X and Y coordinates of the specified point.

Associating a Variable with Angle Information (VAANG)
Associates a variable with an angle measured between two points. The first point is considered as the center and the second
one defines the angle. In the example, associate the variable a with the points of the square in the following order:

As a result, the value of a is 45.

Associating a Variable with a Question (VAPERG)
Associate a variable with a question. Its objective is to change the value of the variable through an answer according to a predefined question. In the following example, variable a was associated with the question: Value of a?
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Associating a Variable with another Variable or Expression (VARDF)
It is possible to redefine the parametric expression of a variable, including arithmetic operators, mathematical functions
and/or other variables.

Associating a Variable with fixed Value (VARDF1)
This command allows the user to redefine a variable to a non-parametric value or fixed value.

Rules of Selection of Parametric Geometric Entities
When a line belonging to an Active Group is directly identified as an entry in parameter commands, it is automatically
associated with that function. If a modification occurs in the dimensions of that line, it will be reflected in the command being
used as reference.
But in the case of the selection of a geometric entity uses a selection rectangular area, the selected elements will be those
which are completely inclusive or exclusive depending upon the type of area of the active selection. The two diagonal points
that define this area are indicated directly on the graphic screen. In the figure below, we select a bolt using an area defined in
the graphic screen.

Area of selection using two points indicated in the graphic screen.

If a dimensional modification of the bolt length occurs, the previous selected area could not encompass the bolt correctly as
shown in the figure. This could cause a critical error when the system tries to rebuild the geometry.
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Define a parametric selection area
Note that on the figure below, the two rectangular points selections are now parametrically defined trough Endpoints +
relative distances.
Positive distance related
to and point
X=1
Y=((D/2)+1)

Negative distance related
to and point
X=-1
Y=-1

Notice that the length modification of the bolt will now be correctly accompanied by the area of selection.

Mathematical Expressions
Expressions defined between parenthesis (), like (a+10) can be used in any command parameter.
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Parametric Line Attributes
In some situations, it can be interesting to parameterise dash, profile, hatching or thickness attributes of a line. These can be
associated with variables that parametrically determine the type or dash or thickness that an element will display in a specific
condition. It is possible, for example, to include lines that are present for some parametric conditions (Solid Attribute) but
absent in others (Invisible attribute) or associative alteration of a profile or hatching.
In the Dialog box of the Modify • Modify Attribute, the Variable button allows the user to associate a variable to a type of
attribute.

7.3.

Functions that Operate with Sum of Variables

There are cases that need the sum of values from a set of variables made automatically, initiated with a specific sequence of
characters. There are two functions to perform this action.

Addvari (internal function)
This operation is available as a defined function in parametric expressions using the keyboard. Sum the values of the variables
of the Active Group that are initiated with a determined sequence of characters.
If we define the variables: NPPAR=10, NPDIS=17, NPNUM=20. To calculate the sum of these variables, we define (addvari
(NP)); the values of these variables will be added with a result of 47. When we specify the characters NP the system calculates
the sum of all the variables that begin with those characters.

Addvarigrp
Sum up the values of the variables of all the groups (active and passive on Drawing Environment) that are initiated by a
specific sequence of characters.

Automatic Definition of variables defined in expressions.
If a non-existent variable is defined in an expression, the system asks if the variable should be created.

7.4.

Blocks of Logical Conditions

Using these logical conditions, we can set if a specific sequential of commands is processed or not. The logical block is an
important aid tool used in movement simulation. The logical block conditions has a beginning condition (IF) command and the
final command (END).
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_IF the first logical expression is FALSE other conditions (_ELSEIF) can also be tested. If none of previous defined conditions is
valid a _ELSE condition can also be defined and will be processed. The figure below explains the operation of a logical
expression.
IF x>0
Executes Task a
Else
Executes Task b

If x were greater than 0
Executes Task a
If not
Executes Task b

On the next figure if the variable y has a value of 1, executes Task a; if y has a value of 2, executes Task b; for any other value,
executes Task c.

IF y==1
Executes Task a
Else IF y==2
Executes Task b
Else
Executes Task c

If y were equal to 1
Executes Task a
If y were equal to 2
Executes Task b
If not
Executes Task c

Creating a Logical Block _IF..._END
The first logical command to be created is the _IF condition.

_ELSEIF
Within a block IF...END can be defined as many commands_ELSEIF as required.

_ELSE
Within the IF...END block only one _ELSE command can be defined. If the previous logical conditions ( _IF and eventually
commands _ELSEIF) are not fulfilled the tasks define inside that block will be processed.

_END
This command acts as a terminator for the logical block and does not have any parameter. It is automatically saved in the list
when the logical block closed.
On the figure below, when the angle ANG of a pendulum exceeds a certain angle, the variable DIR that controls this movement
direction should be inverted. Thus, depending of the variable DIR value, the ANG value expression will be (ANG+1) or (ANG-1).
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Logical Expressions and Operators
The logical commands _IF and _ELSEIF require the expressions to be verified if they are True or False so that the commands
belonging to its block can be executed or not. Logical operators are used to the condition according to the indicated value,
variable or expression. The table below shows the symbols used to check the validity of an expression.

SYMBOL

MEANING

SYMBOL

MEANING

>

Greater than

==

Equal to

>=

Greater than or equal to

!=

Different from

<

Less than

&&

AND Operator

<=

Less or equal to

||

OR Operator

The expressions should always be in parenthesis.

Repositioning IF...END Blocks
This repositioning will not be possible if association commands, variables with distance, angle or point were defined within the
logical block. This is because they are dependent on the topological/hierarchical position in the Commands List. In this case,
the system will show the IF command using an inactive colour. Therefore, when these commands are used in logical blocks be
careful to define the block in its correct position within the Commands List.

Print Simple Messages with 1, 2 or 3 Values.
This set of commands display alert or information messages. These are frequently linked to the occurrence of any condition
defined previously. For instance, if when testing if 2 bodies crash during a movement simulation, you can define a logical
conditions that tests this concurrency and displaying a Warning message if it happens.
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7.5.

Defining Parametric Dimensions and Texts

The dimensions have a parametric relation with its geometric entities. This means that when the geometry changes, the
dimensions will automatically be rebuilt to reflect this.
Other possibilities for parameterisation of dimensions, valid for all types, is the scale (height) parameterisation of the text and
dimension by means of a parametric variable defined on the Text Temporary Scale.
Standard texts can be parameterised by means of the Variable Texts (@TXTTABnnn). These types of texts are normally
associated with Tables or Questions that allow the introduction of text references in any position of the design, that are
normally filled trough Tables. Its practical applications involve the automatic filling of legend, generation of list of materials
etc.

Parametric Temporary Scale
When it is known that a parametric construction will undergo large dimensional variations for different parametric conditions,
it is interesting to adapt the scale for the existing dimensions and texts to this dimensional variation. This can be done via the
creation of the ESCTMP command associated with a variable in the Commands list before generating dimensions and texts.
To insert an ESCTMP command in the list, the user has to activate the Configure • General Dimension button on the right side
bar and then changes the field of the Temporary Scale (ESCTMP). Once this is done, a command with the ESCTMP name is
automatically saved. Then, instead of defining a fixed value for this field a variable can be defined that change according the
desired parametric condition.

Parametric Expressions in Texts and Dimensions
It is allowed to indicate a variable or expression in place of the dimensions value that controls the parametric dimension. This
is done in the Dialog Box Individual Configuration of Dimension in Options • Variable. If the parametric information that is
indicated does not correspond to the value calculated, the system informs the user.

Parametric Tolerances
The tolerance of dimensions can also be variable and it should be indicated in the field for positive and negative Tolerance (+Tol) of the Individual Dimension Configuration.
As an example an axis with a diameter defined as D and the superior and inferior tolerance of 2% and 5% of D respectively.
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In the dimension, the current value of variable D is 10mm. In this way, the tolerances will be -(D*.02) and -(D*.05). Every time
D varies, the displayed tolerances in the dimension will also vary in their absolute value, maintaining their values relative to D.

Text with Prefix # in Variables
The character # can be defined as a prefix before a variable name. This forces to display the variable value or the variable
content. This should be defined between parentheses. An example of this type of indication:
TOTAL = (#LARG) + (#ALT)
If the display of the variable value is active, it will be shown:
TOTAL = 60 + 40
Text with Question commands is one of the mostly used commands for Sheets definition. This command allows the definition
of Texts associated with Questions. The parametric text with a # prefix can be indicated as an answer to the Text with
Question.
For example, if a 2D Part is inserted and its parameterisation and is associated to a Table. In a certain line position the COMP
variable is defined with a 50 mm value. Then define a Text with Question command and as default answer define (#COMP),
the value of 50 will be indicated.

Variable Text @TXTTABnnn
@TXTTABnnn are internal text variables of the system, where nnn is an order number that can vary between 000 and 999.
Normally, these are defined using the Text with TXTTABnnn Variable function
When the @TXTTABnnn variable is used in tables, the text should have a maximum of 80 characters and it does not require to
be defined between inverted commas. The inclusion of the following character “–“(dash), “,” (comma), “:” (colon),
´ (apostrophe), “/” (slash), “\” (back slash) and space are allowed. The Tabulation character will be considered as a space.
The @TXTTABnnn variables are zeroed in the beginning of the reprocessing of an Active Group.
The normal functions of Text, Dimensions and Messages can contain definitions of the @TXTTABnnn text variable. In the
dimensions, the variable text should be indicated in the editing area (text option) of the dimension configuration. More than
one text variable indication can be used in the strings of dimensions and texts.
Examples:
Defined variables:
AAA = 100
BBB = 60
CCC = 40
@TXTTABnnn contains Texts with indication of the variable value:
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@TXTTAB007 :(#AAA)
@TXTTAB008:(#BBB)
@TXTTAB009:(#CCC)

Expression:
• Indication of the text variable with the Displaying Variable option:
The Calculation value is @TXTTAB007 = @TXTTAB008 + @TXTTAB009
• Indication of the text variable with the Non Displaying Variable option:
The calculation value is 100=60 + 40

7.6.

Movement Simulation

Through the Movement Simulation a specific dynamic mechanism can be graphically analysed. We can detect, for example, if
there is any collision between the parts, besides verifying the complex mechanism conditions in the different stages of the
process. To make a simulation, it is necessary to have a minimum of one variable. Thus, the concept of the movement would
be to simulate this variable which should have an initial and final value. In the figure below the lever has a variable that
controls its rotation. Its initial value is 15° and its final 60° that gives a total range of 45°.
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The standard box of the definition for Movement Simulation is shown below.

Apart from the Variable that controls the beginning and end of the movement, the box comprises the following items:
•

Increment (step): Indicates the variation steps from the initial value to the final value.

•

Process parameterisation: Processes the existing parameterisation in the group. For example: Calculation of the
distance value or angle of a Straight Line during each movement cycle.

•

Automatic Loop: When the simulation reaches its final value, it is restarted with the control variable redefined in its
initial value.

•

Automatic Reverse: The final value of the control variable becomes the Initial Value and the initial becomes the Final.
The increment becomes negative and the movement is executed in the reverse order.

•

Show list of variables: Shows the list of variables with its respective updated values.

•

Display user messages: Allows the display of defined messages.

•

Pause after every step: after each simulation cycle there is a pause and a box is opened to define Continue, Cancel or
Break (pause) in the movement.

•

Crash test: In the case of the 3D Part or Assembly module the system tests for the possibility of collision between the
faces and bodies in motion.

•

Move to End: This button repositions the simulation movement command to the end of the Commands List.

Inserting BREAK Command
When it is inserted in a List of Commands, it aborts the current movement simulation. It is normally used within the IF...END
logical block.
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Inserting CONTINUE Command
It may happen that specific steps or simulation cycles should not be viewed. Using a logical condition it is possible to test if a
specific condition of this type exists. If it does, we should use the CONTINUE command so that the movement can continue to
the next increment or step without displaying the current one.

7.7.

Association with Parametric Tables

When creating a parametric design associated an external file (Table). An example of Table defined using the Windows®
Notepad is shown below:

And its presentation in SolidFace would be:

It is possible to define different types of association with Tables which are the following:
• Table position defined by Question
• Table position by Variable
• Table position defined with Parametric Text (@TXTTABnnn)

Table Associated with Question (TABPER)
This kind of command the user click the on desired table line to receive the parametric information. In this type of Table, user
interaction is necessary. This means that he should choose by clicking on a line in the Table which has a content
(value/parametric expression) that feeds the variables defined in it.
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Table Associated with the Position Variable (TABPOS)
This kind of command the desired table line is controlled by a variable. Therefore, its value defines the position required in the
Table. The first line of the Table contains the variables generated by commas and ending with “;” (semicolon). The following
line is considered as the zero position and the rest 1, 2, 3... And so on. Allow an automated selection of a line of values in a
Table, by means of a position variable.
Note, that the table line positioning is sequential; therefore if we insert a new line in a certain position of the table, the
position of the remaining lines after it is increased of 1. So, if this happens, the table position variable must be redefined to the
new total of table lines.
The advantages of this type of command are:
•
•
•

There is no direct user intervention
Elimination of errors (for example, avoiding the indication of an incorrect line of the Table)
Possibility of linked automation of Tables.

The definition of a line in a Table can be according to the choice of a previous Table. This means that we can create a sequence
of Tables with position variables defined by others or are the result of logical conditions that analyse data generated by these
Tables. This type of dependence between Tables is called Linked Tables.

Table Associated to a Text Variable @TXTTABnnn (TABTXT)
This kind of command the desired table line is controlled by a Text Variable (@TXTTABnnn) and operates on the same way as
the previous one, but now the position of the Table is defined by checking on each first line column which has the same
content as the Text Variable.
Note, that no matter if we include new parametric lines in the associated Tables the position will be correctly chosen, because
it tests the table first column text content with the same variable text.

Defining External Tables Files
A guarantee of the generation of texts without special characters is by using simple editors such as Windows®Notepad.
To generate texts file using Excel® or other application it is necessary to save the document with the CSV extension (separated
by commas) (*.csv).
Various combinations of separators and terminators are allowed in the Table definition. These are as follows:
•

Comma Separator “,” and semi colon terminator “;” without CR/LF ¹
, , , ;

•

Comma Separator “,” and semi colon terminator “;” with CR/LF
, , , ;CR/LF (Enter Key)

•

Comma Separator “,” and CR/LF terminator (CSV standard)
, , , CR/LF

•

Semi colon separator “;” and CR/LF terminator
; ; ; CR/LF

•

Tabulator separator “\t” and CR/LF terminator
\t \t \t CR/LF

¹ The CR/LF – Carriage Return/Line Feed is automatically created when the Enter Key is typed at the end of every line.
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When the data or a Table is modified in a file and we want to verify the result in SolidFace, we should reprocess the Active
Group using the Variable • Process Parameterisation command.
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7.8.

Definition of Attributes for creating a Bill of Material List

This function is accessed via the part menu:

Definition of an Attribute Set
A set of attributes is comprised by a group of data that defines material information, rules, denomination etc, about Parts or
project details. This information can be processed later with the aim of generating a List of Data in the graphic screen, or that
were saved in an external file.
The attributes are identified by a sequence of key characters known as TAG (Label).
The functions that generate Attributes are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Configure Default Attributes
Define Attribute
Correct Text Attributes
Cancel Attribute
View Attributes
Type of graphic display of attribute

Define a Set of Default Attributes
The set of default attributes has four fields:

•
•
•
•

USE (ACTIVE)

TAG

PROMPT

DEFAULT RESPONSE

Field 1

Field 2

Field 3

Field 4

Field 1: Controls the use or not of the attribute definition
Field 2: Attribute TAG
Field 3: Prompt for the attribute
Field 4: Default response
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In the following box, an example of the default attributes definition is presented where we pre-define 4 TAG” s. Note that no
default response was indicated:

Define a Set of Attributes
This function creates a Set of Attributes. We should remember that if there is a default definition of attributes, the creation
box for attributes will already have some of its fields filled in.
The first line has two fields: the first one defines the chronological order (or position) of the set of attributes. The second one
has the TAG for the set of attributes. The following lines allow a definition of up to 12 attributes. Each line contains the
columns TAG, Prompt and Response.
•
•

Field 1: Number of chronological position of attributes
Field 2: TAG name of the set of Attributes
Position
1

TAG name of the Set of Attributes
2

Sequence of 12 lines with three fields:
• Field 3: Name of TAG (attribute)
• Field 4: Prompt for the TAG
• Field 5: Response
TAG
3

Prompt
4

Response
5

Note that in the following box, we indicate the responses for the TAG’s that were defined previously. We define a TAG
(TAG_CONJ_PARAF) for this Set of Attributes.
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After the indication of the texts of attributes, the system asks the user to indicate the balloon position of this set of attributes.
The specification of the position number is important for the future automatic generation in the List of Parts. This is because if
a definition of attributes sets exists according to a topological order, the system will follow this order (position number) for the
creation in the List of Parts. This position sequence can be defined after the creation of all the sets of attributes belonging to
the design. Initially, at the moment where the attribute is created, text 0 (zero) can be indicated. Afterwards, with the help of
the Attribute Correction command, the correct position of each set of attributes in the List of Parts can be indicated.
The number of position should follow and increasing order according to the first set of attributes that will define the first line
of the List of Parts.
The sets of attributes should be defined according to a chronological order. This is why it is not required to be sequential. For
example, it can be the following: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9.
If the position of the balloon of the different sets weren’t indicated, the system will generate the List of Parts in function to the
order of definition of the sets of attributes within each group of the design. It would follow the chronological order from group
zero to the last group.

7.9.

Considerations about Internal TAG’s Names

The sets of attributes have different types of information of data, such as: material, rules, denomination etc. The same ones
can be created individually in the different groups of the design, or they can be added to a project when adding a Part that
contains the definitions of these attributes.
As described previously, each set of attributes has a TAG name and a number that defines it position (if applicable) in the List
of Parts.
The TAG that defines the set of attributes is important because the system determines which set belongs to a specific
attribute. In this way, for example, in the case of information modification of this attribute in an external file (List of Parts
generated by SolidFace), when the information is re-imported, the system can correctly associate this attribute to the set of
attributes to which it belongs.
This sequence of key-words (TAG) should have a well elaborated creation standard because the same ones will probably be
used in Parts that will be added to different projects.
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7.10.

Considerations about Attribute Sets Definition

Use of @TXTTABnnn in Attributes
The texts of attributes can be defined using the text variables with Table @TXTTABnnn.
If the parametric conditions of a design, the detail or part were associated to a Table, text information can be associated to this
Table using the text variables @TXTTABnnn.
When the attribute text is processed and a text variable is found, the same will automatically be associated to the text read in
the Table. For example, if the “Type of material” attributes depends on the position of the Table indicated by the user, it can
be indicated in that attribute, for example, the text variable Table @TXTTAB004.

After the Table processing, the system would modify this attribute for example, for:@TXTTAB004: Steel SAE 1045.

The entire field for attribute definitions can have @TXTTABnnn, including texts containing the variables with the # prefix
(#variable) and will be automatically modified to the variable value during the parametric processing.
Example:
A parametric bolt with LP length and DP diameter could be described in the attribute question “Denomination?” likes: Bolt
length (#LP) and diameter (#DP)

If the LP and DP variables had the values 100 and 12 respectively, we would obtain the following results: Bolt length 100 and
diameter 12.

Therefore, when a List of Parts is created #DP and #LP will be substituted by the values of these variables. Note that the
variable texts should be indicated in between parenthesis; otherwise the system would not be able to recognise them.

It is important to remember that if there is a definition of attributes by using @TXTTABnnn and/or the text variables
(#variable) and if there were a parametric modification, the sets of attributes should be updated by a new
parametric reprocessing using the Variable • Reprocess Parameterisation function.

Similar to the Texts and Dimensions that contain the “#variable” in the creation/generation of the list/attributes, the display of
the variable or of its content is controlled by the options in the +-View variable.
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Disposition of the Definition for the Attribute Set in the Commands List
After the filling of the set of attributes and the specification of its position, it will be saved in the List of Commands of the
Active Group like in a block of commands.
The command which initiates this block is called INIATR and ends with ENDATR.
The INIATR command contains the position number and the TAG title of the set of attributes as its parameters.
The defined attributes in each line (maximum of 12) in the Definition box for the Set of Attributes which will be saved with the
TXTATR name and the position of this set of attributes with the POSATR name.
A typical sequence of the definition for a set of attributes in the List of Commands will be the following:

INIATR: Beginning of the Set of Attributes
TXTATR:
.
.

... Definition sequence of the Attributes texts

(Maximum of 12 lines)
.
POSATR:

...Command that defines the graphic position of the attribute

In the screen
ENDATR:

...End of the Set of Attributes

Reposition of the Set of Attributes
The entire block of attributes can be repositioned within the List of Commands, using the Group • Reposition Command
function. For this, the INIATR command should be identified. This defines the beginning of the set of attributes.

Associate the Set of Attributes in the Definition of Parts
Before creating a part, the set(s) of attribute(s) associated to the Active Group can be defined. When this part is added to a
design, its sets of attributes will be added to it.
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7.11.

Creation of Bill of Materials List (BOM)

Through the processing of the different sets of attributes defined in the various groups of a project, a List of Parts or a List of
Attributes can be created directly in the graphic screen or for an external file.

Definition for the List of Parts command DEFLST
Control the graphic generation or direction for the external file. The parameters are the following:
• Position X,Y of the List: can be defined using the parametric expression.
• List Length: defines the total length of the List.
• Title Height: height of the title (line 1) and sub title (line 2)
• Item Height: height of the sequence of lines where the items (or attributes) found will be inserted.
Options (Properties Box for the extra control):

•
•

Text Scale: Defines the height relationship of the text with the height of the title line or item (0.05 up to 1.0).
List Direction: Four type of directions can be defined for the generation of the List:
1. Positive: from bottom to top (positive vertical)
2. Negative: from top to bottom (negative vertical)
3. Right: from right to left (positive side)
4. Left: from left to right (negative side)

•

Sort 5the List, according to the position number of the set of attributes: If the sets of attributes that were found had
chronological definitions, the same will be followed in the creation of the List. Otherwise, the List will be created
according to the definition order of the sets of attributes of the group zero to the last existing one.
Scale text if it is greater than the available space: If the length of the text were greater than the space available in the
column, this text will then be scaled (reduced) according to the space available.
Save empty text, if the TAG attribute cannot be found: When a set of attributes is found, we could find that one or
more TAG’s are empty. In this case, the system will place a text with 1 space character. This facilitates a future
alteration of this information via the normal text correction command TEXTOE saved in the List of Commands and
corresponding to this attribute.

•
•

5 Arrange, organise.
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•

•
•
•

Lines of external Profiles: The following lines can be graphically deactivated:
1. Left side
2. Right side
3. Top
4. Lower
Internal Lines: Activate/deactivate lines and/or columns
Type of Text, Title and Item Text Font: The font, thickness and position type is defined.
Save (create) Line 1 and/or Line 2: In the first two lines (Titles) we can indicate the system to save the Title name in
the column and/or in the TAG.

Generation of the List of Parts for File
We can create an external file in CDF format (Comma Delimited Format ). In it, each data field can be delimited by a comma or
a semi colon; and the texts can be delimited by single or double inverted commas. Each line end with CR/LF (Carriage Return
and Line Feed).

Definition of the TAG’s that compose the List of Parts (DEFTAG)
After defining the way in which the List of Parts will be generated (DEFLST), the attributes should be defined using its names
(TAG”s) used in the columns of the List. Its box is shown below.

The DEFTAG parameters are:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Name of the TAG: TAG name should be located within the defined TAG’s in the various TAG sets of the diverse groups
within the design.
Title Name: The Title name which describes the attribute will be filled using the Fill TAG Title in Line 1 or Line 2 option
(indicated in DEFLST).
Maximum Total Space Occupied by the Column: The system calculates the relation between the value indicated in
this parameter and the total indicated for the TAG’s in the List. In this way, defining the relation (percentage) of the
individual lengths for each column in relation to the total List length.
If for example we indicate 3 TAG’s with 3, 3 and 4 values; we will be specifying that the first two will have 30% of the
total length of the list and the last one will have 40%. This indication has no dimensions because it only defines a
percentage in relation to the total length of all the TAG’’s. Therefore, if we wanted 50% of the space for each TAG in a
List with 2 TAG’’s, we can indicate 1 and 1 or 4 and 4 because the result would be the same.
Position Type Another type of position (left, right or center) can be defined in a specific column/TAG, different to the
one defined as default for the items and title in DEFLST.
TAG type: Indicate whether the TAG is of the Character or Number type.
If it is of the Number type, we have the following options:
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1.
2.
3.

Total fractional digits: maximum total of digits in the fraction part.
Complete fraction with zeroes: fills with zeroes up to the maximum number of fractional digits.
Fractional Delimiter: defines as full stop or comma.

The DEFTAG’s commands can be corrected, cancelled or repositioned.
A typical definition of the List of Parts contains the DEFLST command a sequence of DEFTAG commands:
DEFLST: Defines the List of Parts
DEFTAG:
.
.

....Defines the sequence of TAG’’s

.
DEFTAG:

The function of TAG Definition (DEFTAG) will only be active if the DEFLST function was defined previously. If one or more
defined DEFLST functions exist and we want to include a new TAG in the list, the TAG Insertion function should be used. In this
case, we select a text created in the List of Parts and we activate this function by right clicking on it or by the pop-up menu of
Parts.

To reposition TAG”s, or correct them etc., it is necessary to open the List of Commands. An alternative to this is to view the List
of Commands and search for the DEFLST and DEFTAG’s functions that we require. Another option is to select a text created in
the List of Parts and open the block of functions by right clicking on it (shown above). We then select the Select List of Parts
command. The List of Commands will be displayed automatically with the corresponding DEFLST function selected.
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Generation of a BOM List
When there is at least one definition for the List of Parts (DEFLST) and TAG’s sequence (TAGLST) in the Active Group, the Part •
List of Parts • Define List function becomes active.
This function has three options:
•
•
•

Generate a List only in the screen
Generate only for file
Generate in the Screen and for file

Remember that when the creation of attributes set was described, we used the TAG name as an example for the set
“TAG_CONJ_PARAF”.
The information about the List of Parts that resulted from the processing of the sets of attributes defined in the design, is
saved in the List of Commands of the Group that contain the DEFLST definition right after the TAG’s sequence (DEFTAG’’s).
If the SORT option of DEFLST were active, the List will be arranged according to the position number of the attributes, (if it
exists) and in topological order. A TEXTOE command will be created for each attribute that was found. Before saving the text
sequences that represent the texts in the List, the system saves the initial INILST command that indicates that the next
sequence defines a List of Commands in reference to a List of Parts.
The horizontal and vertical straight lines graphically define the lines and columns that are saved as Line Dimension elements
and indicated by the LINDIM command. After saving the last TEXTOE command, an ENDLST command will be created
automatically indicating the end of the List.
A typical definition of the List of Parts contains the following sequence of commands:
DEFLST: ....Defines the parameters in the creation of the List of Parts.
DEFTAG:
.
.

....Defines the sequence of TAG’’s

.
DEFTAG:
After processing the List, and after the last TAG, the system automatically generates the sequence of commands resulting from
the List processing:
INILST: .... Defines the beginning of the List of Parts
LINDIM:
.
.

.... Sequence of Line Dimension elements that

define the horizontal and vertical straight lines of the List
TEXTOE:
.
.

.... Sequence of text commands that compose the List
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.
ENDLST:

.... Defines the end of the List

Therefore, after processing a List of Parts relative to a DEFLST and to a DEFTAG”s sequence, a block of commands
INILST...ENDLST will be created as a result.
If there is a List of Parts (INILST...ENDLST) created by the last processing of DEFLST, it will be substituted by the new one.
Therefore, between the last TAG that defines the DEFLST list and the beginning of the processed result, no command should
be inserted. This would allow the system to identify the List generated previously which will then be automatically substituted
by the new one.

7.12.

Generating a BOM List on the Graphic Screen

Supposing that apart from creating a set of attributes TAG_CONJ_PARAF, relative to a bolt (position 1), we also created two
other attribute sets TAG_CONJ_PORCA and TAG_CONJ_PLACA, associated respectively to a nut in a plate in the 2 and 3
positions:

These two last sets of attributes also contain TAG”s: TAG_DEN, TAG_MAT, TAG_ESPEC, TAG_TTERM.
We will then define the DEFLST command where we will indicate that the List should have a Title in Line 1 (defined in DEFTAG)
and the TAG’’s names in Line 2. The columns will be defined by the following TAG’s (defined in DEFTAG):
•
•
•
•
•

#POS
#TAGTIT
TAG_DEN
TAG_MAT
TAG_ESPEC

(special internal TAG)
(special internal TAG)
(defined TAG)
(defined TAG)
(defined TAG)

The first two TAG’s are special and the TAG TAG_TTERM (thermal treatment), despite being in the definition of the set of
attributes, it wasn’t used.
After processing, we will have the following result in the graphic screen:

Note that we define the direction of the List as vertical and positive and the texts positioned to the left.
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7.13.

Read (Import) of a BOM List File

A List of Parts file that is saved can be externally modified using the text editors. The same can be re-imported to update the
design with this information created externally in SolidFace. Before re-importing the list, the system presents a Dialog Box
where the default file (if present), the field delimiters and text are shown indicated in the control command for the creation of
the List of Parts (DEFLST).
If we were to define a set of attributes with the same name but different data all in the same group, both sets can be
differentiated using the group where these were defined. To make this possible the "TAG should be defined in the same
group indicated in #GROUP” option should be active.
In the first or second line of the list, the TAG’s should be defined using a column with the special attribute #TAGTIT, containing
the name of the TAG’s belonging to the sets of attributes. If this condition is not satisfied, the List will not be re-imported.
Apart from importing the List of Parts (updating the TXTATR commands) the graphic result of the List of Parts can be
automatically regenerated in the screen.
Only the attribute texts that already exist will be updated, i.e. the TXTATR commands located between the INIATR command
(that defines the name and position of the set of attributes) and the (flag) command, the end of the set of attributes ENDATR.
If a set of attributes with theCONJ01 name had 2 TXTATR commands that define the TAG’s TAG01 and TAG02; and another set
of attributes with the CONJ02 name had these two TAG”s, and a third TAG TAG03; the column reference to TAG03 will be
empty in the line that defines the set of attributes CONJ01. If this position were modified in the file using the indication of a
new text, it will not be recognised during the importation of this List of Parts. This means that the line of the TXTATR command
corresponding to TAG03 will not be created automatically.

7.14.

BOM List Creation Concepts Summary

The importation process (reading) of an external file is the last step (position D) completing the construction cycle of attributes
and generation of the List of Parts.
In the figure below, we have a sketch of the complete cycle of the generation of the List of Parts. Note that the information is
not stagnant in a specific point, but it flows from one process to the other. The A, B, C and D processes, are carried out
internally in the system and E and F are done externally.

With the extensive use of the text variables @TXTTABnnn and the text variable (#variable), associated to the external Tables,
apart from the set of attributes defined in Parts and Sheets, it is also possible to achieve a high degree of automation of the
creation of Lists for many different purposes.

7.15.

NC - Numeric Command (CAM Link)

The high level systems of numeric commands operate with a specific language to define the geometric entity in use. This
language is the one that has standard definitions for straight lines, arcs, circles, points etc. Any geometric entity can be defined
primarily in this language before it is converted to the machine language or any other intelligible one by the CNC
(Computerised Numeric Control) machine.
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The defined geometric entity in CAD is converted into the CAM language and sent to this system that is normally installed in
machines or other centres in use. This type of communication is known as CAD/CAM Link. Its greatest advantage is that the
NC operating system does not require the user to redefine the geometric entity in use in the CAM system.

Begin NC Definition
Before starting this command, the group that contains the NC profile to be generated has to be activated. Subsequently, the
center of the X,Y coordinates or the origin for the profile should be indicated.
It is an interesting practise to use a standard extension for CAD/CAM Link files, such as *.cam, and a directory exclusively for
these files.

Definition of the NC Profile
Define the type of profile to be generated by the NC module. The profile of interest should be formed by internal or external
lines only. Three types of profiles are possible:
Open Profile

Closed Profile

Catalogued Profile
These are complex profiles that represent a single operation in use for the NC systems. This definition is only valid for CAMs
that have this type of profile. The type of catalogued profiles available is:
•
•
•

Circle
Rectangle: normal; with rounding; with chamfer
Slot

Normal Grid
This command allows the user to configure a reference, an angle and spacing in the X and Y axis for the grid of normal points.
A point grid is similar to a paper measured in millimetres, helping the position of geometric entities, texts and dimensions.
Using the Configure • General function, we can define all the display control parameters of the point grid.

Isometric Grid
This command allows the configuration of a reference and spacing in the X and Y axis for the isometric point grid.
In the isometric type grid, the points are created according to a reference point, a distance between the defined points on an
axis (known as 1) with a 30° inclination and another axis (known as 2) with a 150° inclination.
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7.16.

Calculate Mathematical Expressions

Calculate the result of a mathematical expression. The expression can have variables that have been defined and that should
be expressed between parentheses. All the mathematical functions valid in parametric expressions such as sin(x), sqrt(x) etc.,
can be used.
Expressions Definitions with Parenthesis
The mathematical and parametric expressions should begin and end with parenthesis. It is important to understand the
priorities of the operations and the use of parenthesis to change such priorities. Addition and subtraction are operations with
the lowest priorities. To operate these conditions before others, use parenthesis.

Arithmetic Operators and Mathematical Functions
The arithmetic operators and the mathematical functions that are accepted in the definition of expressions are as follows:

Function

Operator

Sine

sin

Cosine

Operation

Operator

Example

Addition

+

x+y

Subtraction

-

x-y

Multiplication

*

x*y

Division

/

x/y

Power

^

x^y

Example

Function

Operator

Example

Sin(),  in degrees

Square Root

sqrt

sqrt(x)

cos

Cos(),  in degrees

Napierien Logarithm

log

log(x)

Tangent

tan

Tan(),  in degrees

Logarithm in Base 10

log10

log10(x)

Sine Arc

asin

asin(x), x in the interval [-1,+1],
result between -90° and +90° (decimals)

Absolute Value

fabs

fabs(x)

Cosine Arc

acos

atan(x), x in the interval [-1, +1],
result between -90° and +90° (decimals)

Integer Value

fint

fint(x)

Tangent Arc

atan

atan(x), x in the interval [-1,+1],
result between -90° and +90° (decimals)

Minimum Value

min

min(x:y)

Maximum Value

max

max(x:y)

Obs.: The x value can be numerical or another mathematical expression.
The alignment of functions, i.e., the function that has a parameter that consists of another function is not allowed. For
example, the expressions: (sin(atan(x))) or min(sqrt(y):100) are not valid expressions.
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Note that in the Minimum Value and the Maximum Value functions the separation character between the two values is “:”
(colon) is not a comma, because it is used to separate the parameters of a command.

Example:
Mathematical Expressions
To calculate the following mathematical expressions, key in the indicated characters in front of them:
3

10 = (10^(1/3))
32

42
 = (sqrt((3^2)-(4^2)))

log 2

= (log(2*3.1415))
2x[3-sen(30º)]=(2*(3-sin(30)))
atan(3/4)= (atan(3/4))

Parametric Variables or Expressions
Variables can be used in mathematical expressions. If we respond to the request of a length parameter such as:
(45+cos(ALFA)), SolidFace will search for an ALPHA value in the variables list, will calculate the cosine of this value, will add 45
to it and will consider this as the final result for the length value.
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